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This paper discusses corporal punishment as a disciplinary

method in American public schools. The effectiveness of

corporal punishment is investigated.

Chapter I introduces corporal punishment as a pertinent

educational issue. Chapter II discusses the historical

development of corporal punishment. Chapter III discusses

the legal ramifications of corporal punishment. Chapter IV

looks at surveys and studies that have been conducted in

regard to the issue. Chapter V discusses a survey of teachers

in Lewisville, Texas. Teachers responded to 42 statements

pertaining to corporal punishment. Chapter VI concludes

that research indicates that corporal punishment will not

be effective unless it is administered harshly and consistently.

The paper concludes that corporal punishment will not be

necessary if higher educational institutions train teachers

in alternative methods.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"Low test scores!" "Incompetent teachers!" "Back to

basics!" "Higher pay for teachers!" From every corner of

these United States the concerns of the teacher, the

administrator, the parent, the politician, the farmer, the

corporate executive -- Americans from all walks of life --

share a common concern. They ponder the future of the

American public school system.

Public education helped plant the earliest seed of what

is today "the American way." Public education is firmly

rooted in the earliest history of America. The public school

has slowly evolved -- from the one room schoolhouse to the

three story, concrete, forty room structure of today. The

physical structures have changed to meet the needs of the day,

but have the theoretical aspects transformed to meet the needs

of the day? The pendulum has swung and again the clock ticks,

"Back to basics!" Are our ideologies grasping back to the one

room school for solutions? Has our world progressed at such a

tremendous rate of speed -- computer technology, the space

age, etc. -- that we cannot maintain the same rate of speed

socially? Are we looking to the past for things we know, for

solutions with which we are comfortable?

1
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Falk writes:

Different aspects of culture vary with respect to the
degree to which they respond to change. Technology,
science and industry are, perhaps, subject to the
greatest rate of change. Such institutions as the
family, and the church, [and the school???] while they do
change, do not change rapidly enough for adjustment to
conditions....Instead of dynamic equilibrium, we have,
therefore, a disjointed culture in which we find modern
technology imprisoned in the framework of backward
institutions, and 18th century ideology. The result is a
serious maladjustment with pronounced culture conflicts
(5, p. 119).

The public school finds itself in a state of turmoil. It

sets at the crossroads. Everywhere people are shouting, "Take

this road!" "No, take this road!" Educators and politicians

are frantically scrambling for solutions. The media,

meanwhile, continues to berate them at every turn. Fingers

are pointing and everywhere people are asking, "What is the

root of the problem?" Many are suggesting that, perhaps,

discipline, or more appropriately, the lack of discipline, is

eating away at the very heart of the educational system.

Gallup (8, p. 25) reports that, "...the American public

continues to regard discipline as the most important problem

facing the public schools, about one-fourth of Americans [in

1984] cite discipline as the predominant problem, as they have

done for more than a decade...." Gallup (7, p. 189) writes,

"When asked which of these ways do you think would most

improve the quality of public school education overall -- 50%

of the national total said, 'Enforce stricter discipline."'

Parkay & Conoley write:

There is widespread feeling among educators and the
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public that 'discipline' is the number one problem facing
education. The mass media, for example, is giving
increasing coverage to what it frequently terms an
'epidemic' of violence, vandalism and disrespect for
authority that is currently sweeping our nation's
elementary and secondary schools (18, p. 1).

Maintaining discipline on an individual level, as well as

classroom level, is an obstacle to the education of the child

which the average teacher combats every day of his/her career.

Time spent attempting to maintain or restore discipline is

time not spent on education. Solutions have been and are being

sought. As the pendulum swings "back to basics" so many are

turning back to the one room school for the answer. It is far

from uncommon to hear, "A good spanking would straighten him

out!"

Corporal punishment is a popular method of discipline in

the United States. Today thirty-three states legally allow or

endorse corporal punishment in the school and twelve states

remain silent in regard to the issue. Only four states have

taken measures to eliminate its use (10, p. 18). Dyke

(4, p. 296) writes, "The Department of Education for Civil

Rights gives indication that it is reporting one million

paddlings for the year 79-80." During the 1971-1972 school

year the Dallas Independent School District reported 24,305

paddlings, an average of 2,000 per month. School population

was 330,000 (3, p. 13). "Miami newspapers gave extensive

coverage to the 2,892 school paddling incidents reported for

the first forty-five days of the 1975-76 school year

(13, p. 22). "A 1971 Nation's School opinion poll revealed

,
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that corporal punishment was applied in 74% of the

respondents' districts (12, p. 9).

Corporal punishment is supported by the courts, the

public and the educators, as a legitimate method of

discipline. In 1977 the Supreme Court would not rule against

the use of corporal punishment in the schools in Ingraham V.

Wright (2, p. 99). In 1969 the National Educational

Association Research Division found that 65.7% of its teachers

favored the use of corporal punishment on the elementary level

(14, p. 7). Flygare (6, p. 348) writes, "...as long as the

public perceives 'a lack of discipline' as a leading problem

in American education pressures will exist to arm school

personnel with the means to deal with errant students."

Yes, corporal punishment is alive and well in both

practice and theory in the American school today.

Educationally, corporal punishment has been
generally defined as the infliction of pain by a teacher or
other educational official upon the body of a student as a
penalty for doing something which has been disapproved of
by the punisher (11, p. 4).

Corporal punishment is currently being used in the

American public school as a means of achieving discipline.

Discipline (may be defined as "training or experience that

corrects, molds, strengthens or perfects especially the mental

faculties or moral character," (17, p. 644)) is a serious problem

in the public school. It can and often does hinder the

educator from meeting educational goals. Corporal punishment

is often seen by both the public and the educator as a means
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of effectively maintaining discipline. Because it is being

used as a method of disciplining and because discipline plays

such an important role in learning -- both on an individual

level and classroom level -- then corporal punishment becomes

a pertinent educational issue. Smith (16, p. 266) writes, ".

the practice of corporal punishment in public schools

continues to be widespread. Careful investigation of this

issue is, therefore, crucial." Flygare (6, p. 348) writes,

"Corporal punishment has been a controversial issue in

American education for more than a hundred years." Burmeister

(1, p. 1) writes, "There can be little doubt that 'corporal

punishment in the schools' continues to be one of the most

divisive and perplexing issues confronting education practice

today." Garza (9, p. 1) writes, "Discipline, corporal

punishment and suspensions in dealing with classroom

management is the greatest single issue facing public school

education today." The individual and the school are effected

by the corporal punishment issue, and in consequence, the

individual, the school and ultimately society depend on its

resolution.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Folly is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of
discipline drives it far from him; do not withhold
discipline from a child, if you beat him with a rod, he
will not die; if you beat him with the rod you save his
life from Sheol. (23, Proverbs 22:13, 23:13,14).

Perhaps, the earliest written accounts promoting the use

of corporal punishment as a means of disciplining children can

be found in the Old Testament of The Bible. "...the practice

[corporal punishment] traces its roots back to the days of the

ancient Hebrews and Egyptians who both promoted and condoned

its use (11, p. 3).

The Greeks and Romans flogged their school boys.

Wattenberg (24, p. 1) writes, "Over the centuries since the

Roman circuses, by a series of political actions, the

privilege of inflicting pain without fear of reprisal has been

progressively circumscribed."

During the Middle Ages there was no clear distinction

between childhood and adulthood. Children were treated, in

many ways, as miniature adults. *Aries (1, p. 128) writes,

"In Medieval Society the idea of childhood did not exist."

The child did not benefit from the privileges of childhood,

yet, the "adults" of his time often victimized his weaknesses.

In the Medieval School "whipping became the main and central

means of discipline" (18, p. 889).

8
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The "rod of correction" continued through European

history as a means of control. Conditions in 18th century

English and French schools often necessitated corporal

punishment as a means of teacher protection. Student violence

was common.

In England... conditions were poor and the behavior
of the students was nothing short of mutinous. The
history of these schools during 1775 - 1836 reveals
constant...violence sometimes so severe that the
masters had to call upon the military for assistance
(18, p. 891).

Conditions in France were much the same. Newman (18,

p. 890) writes, "Later with the rise of Napoleon the schools

easily adapted to a militaristic model...." (Please note that

corporal punishment was abolished in France in 1882. However

it remains legal in England (18, p. 890).)

The method of corporal punishment as a means of

maintaining discipline is deeply rooted in our Anglo-Saxon

heritage (2, p. 34). Wallenberg (24, p. 1) writes, "...

historically the privilege of inflicting pain, at least in

Western cultures has been a highly exercised privilege."

Welsh (27, p. 1499), writes, "Western schools, particularly

those of the 19th century have a history of remarkable

brutality." DeMause (7, p. 85) writes, "Beethoven whipped his

piano pupils with a knitting needle." Welsh (27, p. 1501)

writes, "Mark Twain, whose writings frequently mention the

beatings he received in school, also seems to have harbored a

desire to get even." Laura Ingalls Wilder wrote of her

experiences in the Dakota Territorial schools:

_...
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Laura did know until later that the ruler was to
punish anyone who fidgeted or whispered in school.
Anyone who was so naughty had to walk to Teacher's desk
and hold out her hand while Teacher slapped it many
times, hard, with a ruler (28, p. 151).

Bettencourt (3, p. 53) writes about a revered teacher in

Concord whose punishments included having a child sit in a

compact ball and remain in that position all day, and having a

student hold a heavy book horizontally at arm's length. The

child was feruled if his arms moved in the slightest.

DeMause writes:

In 1830 a schoolmaster...published a list of
punishments he had given in 51-1/2 years as a teacher.
Included were 911,527 blows with a cane, 124,010 blows
with a rod, 20,989 blows with a ruler, 136,175 blows with
the hand, 12,235 blows on the mouth, 7,905 boxed ears,
1,115,800 raps on the head, 22,763 nota benes with the
Bible...777 kneelings on peas, 1,707 instances holding
up the rod, 613 kneelings on a triangular block of wood
(6, p. 41).

Writes DeMause (7, p. 85), "The history of childhood is a

nightmare for which we have only recently begun to answer."

There is no doubt that corporal punishment has been

practiced for thousands of years. It has known no cultural

boundaries. On the contrary, it has been promoted in many

corners of the globe. But why?

Falk writes:

From the earliest times government was conceived as
the external authoratative control of one group of
individuals by another group. Fear was conceived as the
only force which would make men amendable to dominion.
Remove it and social order will be reduced to chaos.
Inasmuch as adults react to fear stimuli; it was natural
that children too should be controlled by violence or the
threat of violence (9, p. 3).

..

I
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Educational methods reflect and are determined by the

entire set of circumstances in which a social group finds

itself and by its ideal of government (9, p. 3).

According to Falk (9) there are two basic conceptions of

social living and from these conceptions government

philosophies are derived. The first conception is based on

the belief that people are naturally evil. Men have to be

driven to do the "right" thing. In order to obtain obedience

there must be fear. Fear is attained through force. Thus,

the concept of authority. Authority may be defined as "a

power to require and receive submission, the right to expect

obedience, superiority derived from a status that carries with

it the right to command" (25, p. 146).

The other [concept] derives from the revolutionary
impulse of modern times, with the idea of government
based on the freely shared realization of members of a
group as to what is necessary and what is desirable as
public policy (9, p. 6).

John Locke was one of the greatest proponents of the

second philosophy of government. Locke believed that the

purpose of government was to help fulfill "the good" of those

governed. More importantly, he believed that the people are

capable of determining what is "good".

It is this concept that also proposes that people have

certain natural rights -- life, liberty, and property -- and

all people are equal.

Corporal punishment is tied up with the old [first]
conception of authority...control, still basing itself
on force, is at the root of corporal punishment...
conflict between modern (humane) and archaic theories and
practices of penology and school discipline is a conflict
between conceptions of social living (9, p. 6).

I &I
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Education's primary function is to prepare the individual

for adult life and for life in that society. If society is

based on authoritarism enforced by fear then what better

education than one based on the same ideals. An Illinois

State Board of Education report (5, p. 4) writes, "When

society's disciplinary methods were harsh, the schools also

tended to administer harsh punishment." Society would have the

transition be as simple as possible. It strives for

conformity, not rebellion.

Falk writes:

...it is the function of the school to initiate young
people into the forms prevailing in adult society, the
use of corporal punishment as a means of control of the
young in societies in which the authoritarian principle
dominates finds the ready justification of conformity to
the forms of social living. The conception of
authoritarian society...is reflected in the form of
corporal punishment (9, p. 108).

In order to understand the historical development of

corporal punishment as an American practice we must first

recognize that our culture is rooted in that of the English.

English culture and ideals set the stage for the American way

of life. Although America has been influenced by many

cultures, the English culture has prevailed. The English

class system and the strong influence of religion played an

important role in the development of corporal punishment.

Many came to the New World seeking religious freedom, and

social and economic opportunity. Yet, the newly born colonies

were far from democratic. On the contrary, colonial America

was much like 17th - 18th century England. There were

I I
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distinct classes. The clergy was the "ruling order" of New

England and the "landed gentry" dominated the south. The

farmer, the shopkeeper, the master workman helped compose the

middle class. The middle class often shared political power

with the gentry, but could not share the economic or social

status. Laborers, mechanics, small frontier farmers helped

compose the third level of social order. Indentured servants

were yet lower. (When their contracts expired, they became

part of the third level.) Slaves were the lowest class (9,

p. 12, 13).

Democracy as existed was found to be within a class.
Practically the only discernible difference in the social
order of the early colonists and that of England was to
be found in the sharpness with which lines were drawn
which separated the classes in England, and in the
increasing opportunity in America for oncoming
generations to change their social status in society (9,
p. 14).

Class structure was evident in the colonial family, as it

was in the English. Legally, husband and father was master of

the family. The child, also, was under legal subjegation of

the parent. "Within a decade of their founding, all colonies

passed laws demanding obedience by children to their parents"

(18, p. 894).

If any child or children above sixteen years old of
sufficient understanding shall curse or smite their
natural father or mother, he or she shall be put to death
... (21, p. 15).

When social distinctions between the "haves" and the

"have-nots" are enunciated in a society the "haves" will

strive to maintain order. Discipline must be maintained to
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curb uncontrolled activities of individuals which might result

in the upsetting of social order.

A related yet more dominant force than class strata on

the cultivation of corporal punishment was the philosophical

persuasions of the day. The primary motivator of the time was

religion. Religion of the day fanatically promoted the

doctrine of original sin. Man was viewed as being innately

evil. People were doomed to a life of toil. This was not the

"real" life. "Real" life was yet to come. This life was not

to be enjoyed. In fact, "pleasure was the criterion of sin"

(9, p. 9). Man had to be driven to do good by his superiors,

and as in the 17 - 18th century England the clergy was

superior. The clergy of New England, Pennsylvania, and New

York "controlled colonial assemblies owned a large part of the

land, sat on county courts, maintained the established

churches, directed the important economic activities and set

the social and cultural standards" (16, p. 40).

"The closely knit theocracies in New England, especially

that in the jurisdiction of Massachusetts were, perhaps, the

most important centers of colonial culture" (20, p.3). And

despite the fact that these very people came to the New World

in search of religious freedom, they were not about to afford

others the same right. "Puritan ethics" became the law and

those who would not conform were vigorously persecuted.

In England schools were conceived of as instruments for
the propagation of religious faith and for the
preservation of existing social and economic patterns.
Similarly in the colonies, religion and the structure of

!I
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society were the forces that shaped the kinds of
schooling administered (9, p. 18).

Johnathan Edwards, one of the leading clergymen of the

day considered children "young vipers and infinitely more

hateful than vipers to God" (9, p. 42). Children were by

nature full of evil and needed the devil beaten out of them.

De Mause (7, p. 90) writes, "Children were always felt to be on

the verge of turning into actual demons or at least to be

easily susceptible to 'the power of the Devil'." "Spare the

rod and spoil the child" was a conviction held by most.

Newman writes:

To the Puritan settlers the education of their children
was a vital responsibility. Children had to learn to
read the laws of God and the community's rules of
conduct.... In New England schools were established soon
after the founding of each colony (18, p. 893).

The philosophy of the church and the school was one in

the same. The Puritan parent was concerned with driving evil

out of the child. Consequently he welcomed any assistance the

school might afford him. Manning (15, p. 95) writes, "Strict

disciplinary practice in the good old days often received

wholehearted parental, administrative, and public support."

("...it is important to note that the treatment of children

in school is closely tied to the evolution of children's

treatment in the family" (18, p. 886).)

Joy and laughter were not a part of colonial day education

(9, p. 42). Oppressive and severe was the atmosphere of the

typical colonial school.

1
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The following is from the famed New England Primer:

Youth I am come to fetch thy breath
And carry thee to th' shades of Death
No pity I can on thee show
Thou hast thy God offended so

Thy soul and body I'll divide
Thy body and grave I'll hide
And thy dear soul in Hell must lie
With devils to eternity (17, p. 44).

Both in England and in the colonies corporal punishment

in the schools was only an extension of its general use. It

was simply an echo of the times. One of the strictest

criminal codes existed at that time. (Imprisonment was rarely

used.) Specific crimes required the administration of

specific punishments. The ducking stool, the stocks, the

pillory and the whipping post were commonly employed (9,

p. 22). In schools "the most convenient 'rod of correction'

was a ferule, although stiff ropes, cowhide whips and even

cat-o-nine tails were not uncommon" (8, p. 296).

The era was characterized by harshness and brutality.

The hardships so often remembered in regard to the early

colonists were not so much brought on by harsh climate and

rocky soil, as much as by the social conditions created by the

society itself. The child being of the lowest rank often fell

victim.

There were those who were not conventional. John Locke

spoke out against corporal punishment. In 1661 a booklet was

printed for circulation among Parliament members in England

with hopes that some member would introduce legislation

.

1 1
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attempting to abolish corporal punishment (10, p. 45). Again,

in 1698 a booklet entitled Lex Forcia made a similar plea

(10, p. 45).

As early as 1669, a group of children had marched to

Parliament and presented the Children's Petition describing

the sufferings (including the physical sufferings) of English

school children. This had little effect...(18, p. 904).

Despite the fact that there was an undercurrent of

transformation of ideals brought on by such men as Locke and

Rosseau, corporal punishment remained unaltered. The theory

that the child was doomed to hell "unless saved...by the

regenerative ministrations of the church...and through

cooperating agencies of the home, school and government"

remained unchanged (9, p. 48). Corporal punishment during the

colonial period was a mirror image of colonial social

conditions.

It is the colonial period of our history that we find
theory and practice relative to corporal punishment in
the school entirely consistent with the theory and
practice in which society as a whole functioned (9,
p. 48).

The philosophy of the home and the school paralleled so

closely that there was virtually no conflict. "There is

little evidence of serious pupil misbehavior during this early

period" (19, p. 8).

The American Revolution carried with it the Declaration

of Independence and the Constitution and planted the seeds of

a more liberal ideology. These new thoughts brought about the
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deterioration of cruel penal codes, and eventually,

imprisonment became a more acceptable form of punishment (9,

p. 50).

Following the signing of the Declaration of Independence

many states began to exclude clergymen from their

legislatures. "The Revolution sounded the death knell of

religious control of secular affairs in America... and

expediated the growth of the free public school idea"

(9, p. 51).

Traditional attitudes began to break down and new ideals

of democracy and the "pursuit of happiness" began taking their

place. This gradual disintegration of the philosophical

status quo caused some unrest within society. Discipline

problems began to emerge in the schools.

Foreign observers of the widespread disciplinary problems
evident in the 19th century schools considered that
American youth were particularly difficult to discipline
because they were influenced by their society's
egalitarian character (19, p. 8).

Despite these rapid changes in social progress corporal

punishment remained fixed. Although religion's effect in the

state was being curbed its grasp on education remained

clenched.

In addition to this, teachers of the early nineteenth

century were often incompetent.

Knight writes:

...the American school teacher as a type has a shady
past... ignorant illiterate... unapproved for moral
excellence... poorly esteemed by pupils... labked in

III
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professional standards largely because no such standards
had been established (13, p. 347 - 348). Because of the
teachers' incompetence disciplinary problems arose (13, p. 97).

Incompetent teachers were accompanied by less than adequate

teaching methods. Generally, teaching methods were dull and

consisted primarily of rote memorization. "Daily routine was

boring...(15, p. 98).

The physical conditions of the schools were inadequate.

Bettencourt (3, p. 52) discusses Concord schools -- "Sometimes

a classroom 30 feet square accomodated 100 children."

These less than desirable circumstances resulted in

rampant disciplinary difficulties.

Newman writes:

Existing reports indicate that schools were woefully
inadequate in physical conditions, teaching methods and
discipline practices, and that they were, as a result,
wild unruly places...(18, p. 900).

Because of large classes and poor conditions discipline

problems were common. Control was maintained by fear. "Fear

was cultivated by an assortment of methods of corporal

punishment" (18, p. 900). Teachers tended to maintain coercive

methods of control -- to carry on tradition -- rather than attempt

new methods that would better meet the needs of the day. (In

1837 400 schools were closed in Massachusetts as a result of

disciplinary problems, (9, p. 65).

School conditions were not without attack. Horace Mann,

although not opposed to corporal punishment was opposed to the

way it was being used (9, p. 66). The liberals of the day who

IIII
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were trying to abolish corporal punishment were accused of

trying to do away with the doctrine of the original sin (9,

p. 63).

During the period between the American Revolution and the

Civil War revolutionary ideals were being discussed amongst

the intellectuals and these ideals were filtering down through

society as a whole. However, religion still played the dominant

role. Although many believed in a free public school system,

little was accomplished in bringing it about. Most were still

convinced of man's evil nature and the need to control. Thus,

corporal punishment, while experiencing some pressure, was

still deeply rooted in the American way (9, pp. 69, 70).

The early 19th century continued the practices of
Colonial America...underlying the entire process was the
belief that corporal punishment would develop in students
the qualities of good moral character and academic
excellence...this philosophy would prevail until the
emergence of a more enlightened viewpoint from Europe at
mid-century (11, p. 3).

Darwinism and the abolition of slavery were perhaps the

most influential factors leading to changes in education and

the use of corporal punishment within the educational system

during the latter half of the 19th century.

Knight writes:

Slavery served to prevent the extension of public
educational efforts in the southern states where it helped
to strengthen class distinctions and retard the cause of
free schools elsewhere. The abolition of the institution
removed one of the most stubborn obstacles that the
democratic theory of education ever encountered, for
schools could not be made fully free and universal in any
American state so long as slavery existed (13, pp. 501-502).

,_ .
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Darwinism, of course, put pressure on the doctrine of the

original sin and the absolute religious dogma of the day.

The economy was prospering and, as a result, increasing

funds were made available to the public school. Educational

leadership improved. Larger cities appointed superintendents.

The need for standard teacher qualifications was being

recognized and accepted. The influence of European scholars

such as Pestalozzi, Herbart and Froebel, and their ideas on

educational reform were being felt. Harris (11, p. 4) writes,

"Theorists Pestalozzi and Froebel did much to destroy the old

concept of the corruptability of children...John Dewey

continued to expand upon this concept by advancing the theory

that a child learns to choose his actions through practice...."

In 1866 New Jersey abolished corporal punishment in the

schools (9, p. 88). Also, "an examination of numerous court

cases shows an ever increasing tendency to greater

consideration of the child and a more humane interpretation of

what constitutes... immoderate punishment" was characteristic

of this time (9, p. 90). In 1900 a federal report found and

reported an increase in the number of communities abolishing

corporal punishment (9, p. 92).

Newman (18, p. 905) writes, "In the 1870s the London School

Board had taken measures to limit the use of corporal

punishment in its jurisdiction but it ran into much opposition

from teachers (and many parents)...." In 1889 a resolution was

made to the Education Committee of Boston favoring its

abolition (9, p. 99).

I !I
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Despite these advancements towards the decline of corporal

punishment the teacher still resorted to the rod as his/her

main instrument of discipline. Most textbooks on educational

methods still supported corporal punishment (9, p. 105).

However, it was a marked age of transition. Its use was

being questioned more and more. Regulations were being

employed. Courts were becoming more liberal in their

judgments. "Progress towards the elimination of corporal

punishment was not due to the initiative of the teaching

profession. It came rather as a result of a changed social

situation and the pressure of groups outside the school." (9,

p. 107).

As we entered the 20th century the industrial,

technological and scientific progress in America accelerated at

a tremendous rate. Immigrants were flooding our shores.

Burmeister writes:

...(immigrationJ promoted a gradual appreciation of the
contributions to be made by all -- even the young, the new
awareness resulted in improved conditions of schooling and
a more humane discipline practice within society as a
whole (4, p. 14).

The above factors contributed to a growing middle class, a

lessening of class distinction, and a decreasing influence of

religion. Equality of the individual, freedom of thought, and

other democratic ideals are held dear, not only by

intellectuals such as Locke and Rousseau, but also by the

average person. We see a lessening of authoratative ideals of
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government. We see ever increasing rights for the individual,

the minority group, and the woman. Has the world of education

maintained the momentum? Does it reflect the social condition?

Throughout the decades there has been a decline in the

number of states and local school districts allowing corporal

punishment. Three more states, along with several large cities

have abolished the practice. Yet, forty-six states still

permit corporal punishment and in 1977 in Ingraham v. Wright

the Supreme Court did not rule against the practice. Corporal

punishment is still a frequent method of disciplining in

American schools.

Educational methods seem no longer to be a simple mirror

image of social conditions as they were during the colonial

period. But, perhaps, social conditions are no longer a clear

image as they once were.

During the 60s and 70s new cultural values and mores were
incorporated into American society. Human rights were
advocated and became a visible part of national policy...
scientists have labeled these years as a "permissive era"
(5, p. 4).

The 1980s have seen a rekindling of conservative ideals, a

swinging of the pendulum away from the liberal extremes of the

60s and 70s. Welsh (26, p. 2) writes, "...at this time our

entire country is entering a new period of conservatism."

Burmeister writes:

The paedogogic liberalism of the past 40 years thus turns
out to have been essentially a surface phenomenon, unable
to sink its roots deep enough into the public conscience
to survive the winds of change (4, p. 4).

I.-M R-P--
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Social instability is reflected in the educational system.

Many are vehemently working for the abolition of corporal

punishment, and just as many favor its reinstitution as a

common method of disciplining.

America has been characterized by unbelievable changes

scientifically, technologically, and to a lesser degree,

socially. The use of corporal punishment has diminished, but

it seems to have walked to the beat of a different drummer.

Its drummer has been the deep roots of tradition rather than

the drummer that keeps time with the times.

Teachers no longer teach the doctrine of the original sin.

Rather we strive to teach democratic ideals. Colonial teachers

were successful in setting the example of their convictions.

Are we successful in setting the example of ours? Or, does

corporal punishment contradict those very ideals we aim to

teach?

Reitman writes:

The teacher has a unique opportunity to exemplify the
spirit and practice of fair play and procedures. Such
exemplification is ill served by the sweeping dispensation
of summary justice by force which deprives students of
liberty without due process of law and undermines respect
for the democratic process (22, p. 8).

,_ ,
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CHAPTER III

THE LEGAL ISSUE

Education is handled largely by state and local

government. Corporal punishment is, therefore, left to state

and local jurisdiction.

As applied in schools corporal punishment has generally

been defined as "the infliction of pain by a teacher or other

school official upon the body of a student as a penalty for

doing something which has been disapproved of by the punisher"

(12, p. 18). "Corporal punishment in the schools is not

implied when a teacher or school official uses force to 1)

protect himself, the pupil or others from physical injury 2)

obtain possession of a weapon or other dangerous object 3)

protect property from damage" (12, p. 18).

At this time Massachusetts and New Jersey are the only two

states that prohibit its use in the public schools (12, p. 18).

In Maine corporal punishment can't be used except to bring a

disturbance under control (12, p. 18). Hawaii has temporarily

suspended its use since 1982 (12, p. 18). Maryland has a

statute prohibiting its use unless a county decides otherwise

(12, p. 18). California, New York, Virginia and West Virginia

presently allow it but are reviewing their policies (4, p. 7).

(In Virginia, a 1982 bill prohibiting its use was defeated by

one vote (4, p. 7).) Twelve states do not legally address the

28
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issue, although corporal punishment is practiced in eleven of

those states (12, p. 18). Thirty three states allow or endorse

it, twenty-eight of those allow the classroom teacher to

administer it, and two allow non-certified employees to

administer it (12, p. 18).

Some states leave the option to the local district or

county. Texas, for example, allows local school boards to

adopt their own policies (4, p. 12). New York, Chicago,

Washington D.C., San Francisco and Baltimore are some of the

large districts that have abandoned the practice (18, p. 186).

The following countries have abolished the practice in

their schools: Poland, Luxemburg, Holland, Austria, Finland,

France, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Cyprus, Japan, Ecuador,

Iceland, Italy, Jordan, Qatar, Mauritius, Norway, Israel, the

Phillipines, Portugal and all communist bloc countries (5, p.

97). Corporal punishment was banned in London in 1972 (1, p.

21), however, it has since been reinstated.

The use of corporal punishment by the instructor is

supported legally by the rationale of in loco parentis. "The

phrase translates to 'in the place of parents"' (4, p. 1 ). In

15th and 16th century England the wealthy hired tutors to

instruct their children. The parent would give the tutor

permission to discipline the child.

Purcell writes:

The doctrine of loco parentis originated in the
English common law which regarded the schoolmaster as
standing in the shoes of a parent while the child attended
school...As a result the parent was deemed to have
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delegated part of his or her parental authority to the
master (18, p. 184).

In modern times the doctrine has been criticized as being

no longer applicable.

Blackstone, an English scholar of common law wrote:

... [a parent] may also delegate part of his parental
authority...to the tutor...of his child when is then
in loco parentis and has such a portion of the power of
the restraint and correction, as may be necessary to
answer the purposes for which he is employed (2, p. 379).

Based on this interpretation of loco parentis Goldstein

comments:

Yet the view that the school has plenary power over
pupils in school is an oversimplification and distortion
of the "in loco parentis doctrine".... Blackstone stated
that a parent may delegate his authority to a school
master thus resting the doctrine on a voluntary delegation
by the parent rather than a legal displacement of parental
authority.... [this] point does not seem significant in
an age of compulsory and public education (7, p. 378).

Today school is no longer voluntary. It is compulsory.

The parent no longer hires the teacher. The state does. These

two facts undermine the foundation on which in loco parentis is

based. In regard to these points Purcell (18, p. 184) writes,

"If the doctrine were limited by the 'delegation' theory of its

common law origin, the modern day parent would find it

relatively easy to restrict the unwanted use of corporal

punishment by teachers."

In 1925 in Pierce v. Society of Sisters the Supreme Court

recognized the right of parents to direct the upbringing of

their children. Yet, the courts have ruled that the school may

use corporal punishment despite parent opposition. In regard

IIII
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to this Reitman (20, p. 12) comments, "The influction of

corporal punishment on students without first obtaining such

consent is an impermissible trespass on this right."

Despite tradition and the continuing support of loco

parentis Ogletree and Rodriquez (17, p. 2) write, "The courts

which supported school officials in the past in the use of

'loco parentis' in dealing with discipline problems have been

moving away from that principle." Hyman (12, p. 21) agrees,

"The courts have increasingly limited school authorities'

denial of children's rights under the rubric of loco parentis."

Throughout the decades the courts have reviewed many

corporal punishment cases. In the majority of instances a

parent has filed a complaint against a teacher or administrator

who he feels has physically abused his child. The most noted

cases have been Baker v. Owens (1975) and Ingraham v. Wright

(1977). In both instances the courts supported the schools in

their use of corporal punishment. In this day of growing

rights for the individual (and even for the prisoner) many have

questioned the courts conservative view of corporal punishment.

Burmeister writes:

Physical disciplining is condoned not only because
the classroom is the home away from home, but also
because the class is a microcosm of society. Unruly
behavior is, therefore, in the nature of a "civil
disturbance" if only on a miniature scale and must be
supressed.... This legal perspective is rooted in the
traditional conservative values of middle class society
(3, p. 16).

In 1975 Russell Carl Baker and his mother claimed that

their constitutional rights were denied when Russell, a sixth

._,.
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grader, was hit twice with a wooden drawer divider for

violating his teacher's rule that balls should not be thrown

except during play periods. Mrs. Baker had previously

requested that her son not be paddled. Two licks were given by

a teacher in view of other students and another teacher (19, p.

199).

A three judge federal court reviewed the case and

concluded the following 1) The parental rights in regard to the

disciplining of a child is not absolute when a compelling

state interest is involved. 2) Corporal punishment may not be

used unless the child is forewarned that a specific behavior

may result in its use. 3) It cannot be used as a first method

of discipline 4) A second school official -- principal or

teacher -- must witness the punishment and be informed, in

front of the student, as to what provoked the punishment (19,

p. 199). "The Supreme Court affirmed the decision, but without

any oral argument" (19, p. 200). The court said that teachers

and administrators do have the right to administer corporal

punishment but only after according minimal due process... (8,

p. 8).

The Baker v. Owens case did provide for some minimal

restrictions in the use of corporal punishment. Yet, the

constitutionality of the issue itself had not yet been

addressed. In 1977 Ingraham v. Wright the Supreme Court took a

closer look. "Ingraham marked the first time a corporal

punishment case before the Supreme Court has ever centered on
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the issue of whether physical discipline applied in the schools

could be considered 'cruel and unusual punishment'" (22, p.

24).

On October 6, 1977, James Ingraham, an eight grade Dade

County Florida student, received twenty blows on the buttocks

with a wooden paddle (1-5 were allowed by state board policy)

because he was "too slow" in leaving the auditorium stage. The

vice principals adminstered the paddlings. (Three other

students were also paddled.) A doctor diagnosed James as

having a hematoma which required medical treatment, kept him

from school for eleven days and caused him to be unable to sit

for three weeks (13, p. 22).

The case made its way through several courts until finally

the Supreme Court of the United States agreed to review the

case.

The court reviewed the case on the basis of the 8th and

14th amendments to the Constitution. The Supreme Court ruled

in a 5-4 decision in favor of the defendants (22, p. 24).

The Supreme Court ruled that the 8th amendment, which

states that there shall be no cruel or unusual punishment,

applies to criminals and not to school children. Justice

Powell, who stated the majority opinion, discussed the

historical tradition of corporal punishment in the schools and

detected little trend towards its elimination (22, p. 26).

"Powell said state law is adequate to deter and remedy excesses

by teachers in the use of corporal punishment" (14, p. 42).
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Powell said the student has little need for protection

under the 8th amendment because his situation is "wholly

different circumstances" from that of the prisoner, and

because the school is an open institution (22, p. 24).

In regard to the "openness" of schools Lines (14, p. 37, 39)

writes, "This description of the public schools is utopian and

naive....Unsupported in fact...makes no sense as a legal

distinction."

In regard to Powell's statements of cruel and unusual

punishment Simpson (23, p. 30) writes, "The high court did not

sanction excessive punishment... said simply that the paddling

of students cannot be equated with the maltreatment of

criminals." Howard supports this contention. Howard (11, p.

28) writes, "...prisoners have already lost their liberty...

subject to other means of correctional misconduct...prisons

and public schools simply are not analogous...." Hyman (12,

p. 17) writes, in regard to the punishment, "The medical

treatment required for the students would have resulted in

reports of suspected child abuse had parents wielded the

paddle."

The case was also argued on the basis of the 14th

amendment which discusses the right of citizens to due process.

The Supreme Court ruled that teachers and administrators have a

common law privilege to administer a reasonable amount of

corporal punishment (13, p. 190). The majority felt that due

process, which would involve hearings, would require too much
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time, be burdensome, and create "a diversion of attention from

normal school pursuits" (13, p. 190).

In Goss v. Lopez (1975) the Supreme Court ruled that due

process (hearing and/or notification) was necessary prior to

suspending a student from school (21, p. 7). Yet, the Supreme

Court ruled in Ingraham v. Wright that such was not the case in

regard to corporal punishment. "...Goss v. Lopez demanded

that schools establish elaborate due process procedures for

student suspension; these procedures are not required for

corporal punishment" (16, p. 14).

Ingraham v. Wright stirred much controversy and sent many

to opposite sides of the ring. The National Education

Association opposed the decision, while the American Federation

of Teachers supported it (22, p. 25).

Howard, a supporter of Ingraham v. Wright, writes:

...we have to look to the administrators and to the
interests of the public school in maintaining order in the
schools. American society generally approves corporal
punishment as a tool in maintaining order for use in the
school and the federal courts ought not to preempt or
upsurp local authority...(11, p. 27).

Indeed, Ingraham v. Wright, has thrown the decision back

into local hands. Hyman (12, p. 18) writes that battles

between enemies concerning corporal punishment "will probably

take place in state legislatures and local school board

meetings." Lee (13, p. 192) suggests that those seeking

redress should go to the state not the federal courts, "but it

is unlikely that the state courts would prohibit corporal

punishment where federal government has interpreted otherwise."
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Another case receiving considerable attention is Hall v.

Tawney (1980). A West Virginia twelve year old was paddled by

a teacher. The principal authorized the paddling (4, p. 10).

Attorneys argued the case on the basis of 1) "...alleged

paddling violated the right of her parents to determine the

means by which she could be disciplined" (6, p. 53) 2) "...

the paddling violated Hall's rights to substantive (not

procedural) due process" (6, p. 53). The case was dismissed

and then appealed to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. On

May 9, 1980 the court: 1) said parents do not have the right to

exempt their child from corporal punishment 2) reversed the

first court's decision on the basis of substantive due process

(6, p. 53).

(Substantive due process asks whether] force applied
caused injury so severe or so disproportionate to the need
presented and was so inspired by malice or sadism rather
than a merely careless or unwise excess of zeal that it
amounted to a brutal and inhumane use of official power
literally shocking to the conscience (6, p. 53).

"This case was cited by opposition groups as a landmark in

the eventual elimination of corporal punishment" (4, p. 10)

because the punishment was found to be out of line on the basis

of substantive due process. Some predict that future cases

involving corporal punishment will be based on substantive due

process using Tawney v. Hall as a precedent (6, p. 54).

Most litigation involving corporal punishment has been

based on two concerns: 1) the unreasonableness,

inappropriateness, or excessive use of corporal punishment and
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2) the use of corporal punishment in those states or districts

where it is prohibited (4, p. 9). In Anderson v. State

(Tennessee) (1859) a teacher's action was found unreasonable

when a small boy was whipped for speaking out loud in class on

the first day of school. The focus was on the

inappropriateness, not the excess, of punishment (14, p. 42).

However, "courts have recognized that if corporal punishment

... is clearly excessive then the teacher should be liable in

damage for assault" (9,. p. 224). "In the majority of cases

corporal punishment has been found permissible if reasonably

applied" (24, p. 265).

Traditionally courts have upheld the teacher's right to

administer corporal punishment. And, the Supreme Court has

upheld the right of state governments to legislate this right.

However, more and more states are handing down stricter

regulations. ("Districts must abide by the statutes of the

states....If the statute specifies the purpose of the

corporal punishment no other purpose will trigger this

authority" (14, p. 45).)

Most frequently mentioned limitation states that punishment
must be administered in a reasonable manner. Two states
require that each incident be approved by the principal
.... Some state that a principal or other teacher must be
present and/or that it can't be administered in the
presence of other students... one state requires that the
parents be notified afterwards...(12, p. 18, 19).

Simpson offers guidelines for those who employ corporal

punishment to help avoid possible litigation:

1. Check state laws
2. Examine community attitudes

I 4 4
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3. Provide student handbooks
4. Describe punishable offenses
5. Define who may paddle
6. Determine which students are exempt
7. Avoid excesses
8. Choose the instrument with care
9. Know where to paddle

10. Don't forget due process
11. Have a witness present
12. File a report
13. Paddling should be by the same sex
14. Be careful about off campus incidents
15. Avoid parent-teacher conflict (23, p. 30, 31).

Today, the public school is the only institution in the

United States (including prisons and the armed forces) which

permits corporal punishment (15, p. 236). There are few legal

limitations pertaining to its use. However, as Americans

become increasingly sensitive to human rights more stringent

guidelines will be applied. "The powers of teachers are

increasingly defined by law to be qualitatively different from

those of parents and are specifically related to the teacher

role" (25, p. 21). The responsibility of defining that role

and applying restrictions will be the responsibility of the

state and local governments. The Federal government has made

its "hands off" position clear in Baker v. Owens and Ingraham

v. Wright.

In 1853 the Indiana Supreme Court wrote:

The husband can no longer moderately chastise his
wife, nor the master his servant or his apprentice. Even
the degrading cruelties of the naval officer has been
arrested. Why the school boy...should be less sacred in
the eyes of the law than that of the apprentice or the
sailor, is not easily explained (10, p. 58).

I n
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CHAPTER IV

STUDIES/THEORIES

Corporal punishment is a sensitive and difficult issue.

It is an issue that stirs people's emotions. Corporal

punishment cannot be dealt with from a strictly scientific

viewpoint, divorced from human emotion and moral judgment.

Both the advocate and the abolitionist have strong feelings in

regard to the issue. An abolitionist such as Meirer (29, p.

235) would go so far as to say, "The paper thin line between

corporal punishment and child abuse is obviously an exquisitely

fine one to draw." An advocate such as Ebel (9, p. 7) would go

so far as to say, "Punishment judiciously applied can

strengthen the bonds of respect and affection between child and

adult."

Hyman writes:

Most people in this country believe that the use of

corporal punishment in the schools is either not a problem

or a problem of such low priority that it is not worth
considering. Any informal poll will most likely reveal a

general belief that corporal punishment is little used or
that-when applied it is usually minor and preferred by

most children to other forms of punishment. A

substantial percentage would probably feel it should be
used more often (20, p. 5).

Contrary to popular belief corporal punishment is widely

used in this nation's schools. Hyman (20, p. 14) writes, "It

is obvious that we are only beginning to collect a data base on

the incidence of corporal punishment." In 1889 11,768 cases of

42
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physical punishment were administered to Boston school children

(20, p. 12). In 1976 the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare conducted a survey in Pennsylvania, Maryland, West

Virginia and Delaware. There were 4,335 formal incidents of

corporal punishment in 116 schools during 1975-76 -- 50% of

the student population (19, p. 19). A 1974 California survey

involving 92% of the state's districts reported 46,022 incidents

of corporal punishment during the 72-73 school year (only 5%

of these were high school incidents) (27, p. 22). In 1977 the

Office of Civil Rights conducted a survey of 3,617 school

districts -- over 1,500,000 incidents of corporal punishment

occurred during the previous year (40, p. 91). History tells

us that corporal punishment has been and is frequently used.

Hyman writes:

There are numerous instances of excesses in the type and
amount of corporal punishment administered. There is also
a significant body of evidence from social science
research to challenge the effectiveness and
appropriateness of the practice as a routine form of
discipline (20, p. 5).

Those who advocate corporal punishment base their position

on the belief that it is:

a) efficient and effective
b) necessary when other disciplinary methods fail
c) socially acceptable to parents
d) based on long tradition
e) sanctioned by many religious and ethnic groups
f) not likely to result in injury or damage to children
(7, p. 19).

Abolitionist generally base their opposition on the belief

that corporal punishment is:

id
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a) archaic practice no longer reflecting society's values
b) cruel and inappropriate
c) unnecessary when alternate forms of discipline are

used
d) conducive to abuse or injury to children
e) counter-productive to the educational practice (7, p. 20)

Research in the area of corporal punishment has inherent

difficulties. True scientific research would require the

experimentally controlled paddling of children in order to

determine its effectiveness in extinguishing inappropriate

behavior. Johnston (23, p. 1033) writes, "Basic and applied

research investigation of the effects of punishment procedures

on clinically important non-laboratory human behaviors has long

been limited by social and professional taboos."

Hyman writes:

Within the present federal framework of research with
human subjects, it is improbable that any state or federal
funds will be used for experimentally controlled research
since it is unlikely that any review board will allow
children to be hit as part of a research project (20, p. 11).

Most information pertaining to corporal punishment has been

ascertained through surveys of those involved with the issue

rather than through scientific experimentation. In 1976 Levine

mailed 1,000 questionnaires to public school teachers across

the United States (26, p. 353). 360 teachers responded. Of

the respondents one-third opposed the use of corporal

punishment in all instances as a means of discouraging student

misbehavior -- even in instances of bodily assault upon

teachers and fellow pupils (26, p. 353). 46% opposed corporal

punishment except as a response to bodily assault (26, p. 353).
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Reardon and Reynolds (37, p. 7) surveyed teachers,

administrators, principals and parents in a Pennsylvania school

district. In response to: "Corporal punishment builds a

student's character" -- 75.8% of teachers agree, 32.3% of

administrators agree, 30.9% of principals agree and 35.5% of

parents agree (37, p. 7). In response to: "Corporal punishment

is the only thing that will work with some students" -- 76.8%

of teachers agree, 66.4% of administrators agree, 70.3% of

principals agree and 76.0% of parents agree (37, p. 7). In

response to: "Corporal punishment is not effective unless

administered at the time of incident" -- 81.5% of teachers

agree, 69.6.5 of administrators agree, 74.1% of principals

agree, and 83.5% of parents agree (37, p. 7). As stated,

educators and parents generally support corporal punishment.

Ogletree and Rodriquez surveyed Latino parents and found

that 39% favored corporal punishment, 45% did not and 16% were

unsure (33, p. 6). Ogletree and Rodriquez (33, p. 13) write,

"Many parents do not speak English, have had little contact

with the school, and are afraid of allowing teachers to use

corporal punishment on their children."

Queer sent questionnaires to principals and elementary and

secondary school teachers in Pittsburgh public schools (36, p. 1).

69% of principals favored corporal punishment (36, p. 2).

"Principals indicated that they favored corporal punishment ...

there had been a marked deterioration in student control" [since

it had been abolished] (36, p. 7). Teachers favored corporal

punishment.
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The arguments of teachers centered on the lack of student
respect for authority.... Corporal punishment was
considered particularly appropriate in cases of deliberate
disobedience, smart talk, impudence, disrespect, vandalism
and abuse of others. Corporal punishment was labeled the
most direct and effective way of dealing with children
(36, p. 7).

Carson and Owen (5, p. 2) suggest that parents will be

more supportive of the schools if the schools would utilize

disciplinary methods supported by parents. In June 1982 they

sent a 25 item questionnaire to 195 parents in the North

Mississippi area and found that 51% of the parents disagreed

with corporal punishment (5, p. 6). 56% of the parents

disagreed with the statement: "Children will behave and do

well in school if they fear that if they do not they will be

paddled" (5, p. 6).

Farley and others conducted a phone call study speaking

with superintendents of school districts across the nation

known to have abolished corporal punishment (12, p. 58). All

of the districts said that corporal punishment is not currently

being used and that a written policy to the effect exists (12,

p. 59). The reasons given for the elimination of corporal

punishment are as follows:

22% - corporal punishment is ineffective
14.6% - community pressure
9.8% - better ways to achieve discipline
9.8% - due to "bad incidents"
9.8% - legal decision
7.3% - there are other equally effective methods
4.8% - protection from lawsuits
2.4% - corporal punishment is inhumane
2.4% - commitment to student rights
17% - couldn't state one reason (12, p. 59)
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When asked the effect of its elimination only one district

stated an increase in behavior problems, 42% reported no

change, 33% could not respond, and 5% reported a decrease in

problems (12, p. 59). Farley (12, p. 59) concludes, "The total

data examined... indicate that the elimination of corporal

punishment is not a serious threat to school decorum or the

learning climate."

In 1980 the Ontario Department of Education conducted a

survey of parents, teachers, and students in regard to their

feelings of corporal punishment (8, p. 9). Of 2,043 parent

respondents 1,199 approved of the strap (8, p. 9). 379

students felt the strap made students behave better while 1,177

felt it did not (8, p. 12). Of 925 teachers, 477 saw strap as

a last resort (8,p. 13).

Patterson (1974) conducted a survey and reports that no

more than 55-65% of school officials view corporal punishment

as an effective technique and 33% view it as ineffective

(35, p. 707).

These and other studies indicate that generally, though

there is exception, the educator and the parent view corporal

punishment as effective and favor its use. However, contrary

to popular opinion most literature written on the subject

opposes corporal punishment.

An Illinois Board of Education report writes:

Research is inconclusive as to the benefit derived from
the administration of corporal punishment. An
overwhelming percentage of available literature is written
in opposition to corporal punishment (7, p. 20).
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Hyman writes:

There is certainly enough evidence against the use of
severe criticism and threat to warrant questioning the use
of an even more dramatic form of correction in the
educational environment [corporal punishment implied] (20,
p. 11).

Mornell writes:

...in revelant research literature corporal punishment is
reported to be an ineffective means of controlling
behavior provide no guide to alternative courses of
action, produce poorly functioning children, stimulate
aggression... and have a detrimental effect on the
learning process (30, p. 3).

Bongiovanni conducted an extensive analysis of literature

in regard to the effectiveness of punishment (2, p. 351).

Bongiovanni (2, p. 352) writes, "Experimental psychology and

field studies have not been successful in defining or clearly

delineating the effects of punishment." Due to the moral

taboos in regard to using human subjects most research

pertaining to corporal punishment is derived from animal

experimentation. It is questionable as to whether we can

generalize these results to human behavior.

As a result of his analysis Bongiovanni sites four

criteria that would be necessary in order for physical

punishment to be effective. They are as follows:

1) Punishing stimulus should accurately be described and
measured. (School personnel would find it difficult to
define and measure intensity of a slap or blow) (20, p. 355).

2) During application of punishment stimulus should have
consistent contact with subject. (All but impossible for
the teacher to obtain (2, p. 355).

3) Punishing stimulus should not allow for any escape or
behavior which would minimize the effect of application.
(Running away or even flinching would minimize the true
effect of the blow) (2, p. 356).
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4) Punishing stimulus should be able to vary in intensity
to produce differential effects. (Such control would be
unlikely) (2, p. 356).

In light of these criteria Bongiovanni concludes that "it

would prove impossible for school personnel to administer

effective punishing stimulus" (2, p. 356).

Physical punishment is most effective when it is delivered

immediately after the occurence of the unwanted behavior. If a

time delay occurs an appropriate behavior may be adversely

effected, rather than the appropriate one. "Effectiveness is

inversely proportional to the length of time delay" (2, p. 356).

Hyman writes:

To be effective, punishment, unless traumatic must be
applied immediately and consistently.... Thus, the
occasional use of corporal punishment results in a
situation in which the undesired behavior is only
intermittently attended to. Instead of weakening
undesirable responses occasional paddling may actually
strengthen behavior that is intermittently reinforced (19,
p. 20).

Johnston (23, p. 1040) writes, "Another variable

influencing the effectiveness of a punishing stimulus is the

amount of time allowed to pass between the response and the

delivery of that stimulus."

Generally speaking, the greater the intensity of the blow

the more effective the punishment.

Hyman writes:

Punishment results in the temporary reduction of
targeted behavior. However, it must be extremely harsh
and repeated to work long term. In order for corporal
punishment to be effective in stopping misbehavior the
results would often be hospitalization (19, p. 10).

I GI
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Killory, a proponent of corporal punishment suggests that

the effectiveness of corporal punishment be judged by the

following criteria:

1) Technique should result in the greatest change in
behavior per unit.

2) Technique should demand the least effort from' the
individual employing the technique.

3) Technique should result in change in behavior that is
relatively permanent.

4) Technique should yield fewest undesirable side
effects (24, p. 575).

In regard to Killory's criteria Bongiovanni writes, "The

research presented refutes each of these criteria" (2, p.367).

Johnston, an advocate of physical punishment writes in

regard to alternative techniques:

Without considering in detail the characteristics of these
techniques it may be stated that there is no indication
from any data that any one of these procedures provides an
effect which is as immediate, enduring or generally
effective as that produced by the proper use of punishment
procedures (24, p. 1050).

Rose disagrees:

The availability of reinforcement and the schedules of its
delivery perpetuate the indiscriminate use of corporal
punishment by reinforcing the various parties for
individual behaviors that taken together incorporate the
corporal punishment cycle.... The use of corporal
punishment has been shown to be a function of numerous
environmental events, the least of which appears to be
effectiveness (39, p. 163, 167).

Corporal punishment is often used with exceptional

children. In regard to its effectiveness with special children

Wood (47, p. 121) writes, " punishment and aversive procedures

continue to have a place albeit a very narrow place in special

education programs...."

Neel writes:

Punishment works for a time. The literature strongly
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supports the effectiveness of punishment in the short run.
If, however, a new set of adaptive competing behaviors are
not taught then the effectiveness of the punishing
strategy will diminish or disappear (32, p. 97).

Although the bulk of literature supports the abolition of

corporal punishment and its ineffectiveness there is literature

which contradicts this. Bongiovanni (2, p. 352) writes, "An

analysis of literature reveals very complex issues which often

suggest contradictory conclusions." It appears that punishment

does have some effect on short term behavior. However, the

results are not easily predictable and there are many variables

which effectiveness would depend on. Consistency of blows and

intensity of blows are, perhaps, the most outstanding.

Accounting for such variables presents the school with serious

moral and practical considerations. Bongiovanni concludes that

in order for corporal punishment to be truly effective the

teacher would spend most of his time concentrating on

eliminating the undesirable rather than developing appropriate

behavior (2, p. 366). "The general implication of the research

is that corporal punishment is not the sure method of

eliminating unwanted behavior" (2, p. 362).

Ebel writes:

The inherent difficulty of sound experimental or
survey research on the effect of corporal punishment
suggests that one should view with considerable
skepticism firm conclusions for or against its use...
(9, p. 5).

Corporal punishment is, of course, an attempt to

extinguish undesirable behavior through negative reinforcement.

Many criticize the practice on this very premise. It does not
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teach appropriate behavior. B. F. Skinner, renowned for his

research into the effects of punishment, favored the abolition

of corporal punishment. He promoted the practice of

alternative positive methods. Skinner (41, p. 336) writes,

"There are positive methods which produce what used to be

called discipline." Wise suggests that a teacher's attending

to inappropriate behavior may in itself increase the

frequency of the behavior (22, p. 373-381).

Jacob Kounin studied the effects of desists (Kounin's term

for any teacher interaction intended to prevent or stop

misbehavior) on classroom behavior (25). Kounin defines the

successful classroom as "those having a high prevalence of work

involvement and a low amount of misbehavior in learning

settings" (25, p. iv). He found that rough techniques (angry

looks, remarks, threatened or actual punishment, physical

pressure) compared to techniques without roughness resulted in

more behavior disruption and in more overt signs of emotional

upset (25, p. 13). "Desists with anger or punitiveness...did

not change the conformity or deviancy of the audience children"

(25, p. 141). Following an analysis of videotaped classrooms

Kounin concluded that "the qualities of desist bore no

relationship to children's reactions" (25, p. 144).

Kounin points out that desists are not "the way" to the

successful classroom. He finds that successful classroom

management depends on "creating an effective classroom ecology

and learning milieu...none of them necessitate punitiveness

or restrictiveness" (25, p. 144).
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Many oppose corporal punishment on the grounds that it

teaches violence through modeling. Welsh conducted a study

involving 77 consecutive juvenile court referrals -- 58 boys

and 19 girls (45, p. 1503).

Welsh concluded:

Severe parental punishment was found to be significantly
related to delinquent aggression in the boys but not in
the girls, although the trend was in the expected
direction for the female sample....The level of reported
aggressive behavior, particularly in males is a function of
the severity of their corporal punishment history.... The
use of corporal punishment in the schools is at the very
least demeaning, and school avoidance, school vandalism,
and tragedy have resulted from its use (45, p. 1503, 1531,
1532).

Mornell (30, p. 6) writes, "If teachers and

administrators are aggressive and punitive, pupils will emulate

them." "A small scale investigation conducted by parents in

one area of Oregon revealed that the amount...of physical

punishment meted out to students at various schools correlated

with the cost of vandalism and theft of school property" (27,

p. 25).

In regard to corporal punishment and aggression in

children Hyman (19, p. 20) writes, "The result is aggressive

children reared into aggressive adults who create a violent

society...." Most literature supports this theory, however,

Johnston (23, p. 1050) writes, "...aggressive responses

elicited by painful stimuli do not seem to be a problem since

no studies reported this or any other form of aggressive

behavior." Welsh's study and the Oregon study do suggest
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evidence of a relationship between corporal punishment and

aggression in students. Wilder (46, p. 110) writes, "A child

may generalize that it is appropriate to use aggression when

faced with frustration. School personnel teach through modeling

that violence is a solution to problems."

Those opposed to corporal punishment postulate that

corporal punishment has a negative influence on learning.

Hyman (20, p. 10) writes, "...an extensive review of the

literature revealed no adequate studies of the effects of

corporal punishment on achievement."

Corporal punishment can be detrimental both emotionally

and physically. The muscle that is most often the center of

corporal punishment is the gluteus maximus.

Friedman writes:

There are a number of recorded incidents of severe tissue

damage, central nervous system hemorrhage, lower spine
injuries, sciatic nerve damage, and even blood clots due
to paddling. Recent evidence leads to the suspicion of
possible whiplash injury especially in younger children
(16, p. 7,8).

"Child psychiaticians and psychologists have long agreed

that corporal punishment of children at all is inappropriate"

(11, p. 3).

Reitman writes:

The young or emotionally less stable students are likely
to interpret physical pain as a personal rejection by
school officials... this in turn stirs up fear and
anxiety...(38, p. 15).

Smith writes:

Physically it is represented as a real threat to
constitutional well being when carried to an excessive or
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unreasonable extent. Psychologically corporal punishment

has been cited as an etiological factor in anxiety,
hostility, lack of self-direction, and immaturity in
children (42, p. 265).

Many have theorized that paddlings can arouse unhealthy

sexual desires, and tendencies towards sadoism and masochism.

Freud warns that the gluteal region is an erotic zone and such

abnormal tendencies may result (15). Maurer (28, p. 46)

writes, "Beatings and whipping experienced in childhood are

closely linked with sexual deviations in adulthood." Bullogh

(4, p. 8) writes, "Another aspect of the English public school

system which may have encouraged variant sex practices was the

custom of flogging." Reitman (38, p. 16) writes, "There is

substantial evidence to suggest that the experience of violent,

bodily punishment in youth, particularly on the buttocks

strengthens tendencies toward aberrations in later life."

Despite much skepticism in the field of psychology as to

the legitimacy of corporal punishment as an effective

disciplining technique, the majority of teachers support it,

and believe that it is effective. Hawkins (18, p. 225) writes,

"It is a fact that the majority of the teachers and

administrators regard physical punishment as an effective

discipline action and agree that those who advocate its

abolition are searching for some kind of utopia." "Parents' and

teachers' attitudes often reflect their experience and studies

have shown that approval of the use of corporal punishment is

more likely to come from adults who received corporal

punishment as children" (8, p. 33). Hyman (19, p. 21) agrees,
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"...teachers use it simply because this was the disciplinary

practice when they went to school."

Rust and Kinnard studied the personality characteristics

of corporal punishment users and concluded the following:

...educators who frequently use corporal punishment tend
to be those with fewer years of experience. They were
more likely to have been punished physically themselves
while in school. Frequent users of corporal punishment
displayed a relatively limited array of disciplinary
techniques and tended to be closeminded...emotional,
anxious and impulsive (40, p. 97).

Hyman, McDowell, and Raines found that 38% of teachers

administering corporal punishment had less than three years of

teaching experience (20).

Check sent out 956 questionnaires and concluded the

following:

Teachers who had their Master's degree or beyond were less
prone to use corporal punishment than those with their
Bachelor's degree... teachers with 10 years or more
experience used corporal punishment less often than those
with fewer than 10 years. Public school teachers used
corporal punishment almost twice as frequently as their
parochial counterparts (6, p. 136).

Parkay and Conoley found that male educators advocate

corporal punishment more frequently than women educators. They

support Check's findings that private school teachers are less

likely than public school teachers to recommend corporal

punishment (34, p. 4).

Feshbach and Campbell conducted a study to determine the

relationship between teacher stress and the use of corporal

punishment. Twenty-seven practicing teachers and twenty-six

student teachers participated (14, p. 4). Practicing teachers
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supported corporal punishment while student teachers expressed

strong opposition to it (1 4, p. 6). They (1 4, p. 7) conclude,

"...we believe that this finding lends support to our

hypothesis of a link between chronic teacher stress and the use

of corporal punishment."

Many have accused corporal punishment of being a method

used to victimize minorities and the weak and a method used

discriminantly against males more than females. "Children in

the lower grades are hit the most. Black schools with black

teachers utilize the most corporal punishment" (45, p. 1515).

Wilder (46, p. 110) writes, "Most students who are paddled are

those with low self-esteem." Glackman discusses a study

conducted by the Office of Civil Rights (17). The study

involved 64 elementary schools and 52 high schools in

Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia and Delaware (17, p. 61).

The study found "...males receiving blows four to five times

as often as females... the percentage of corporal punishment

received by black students is greater than their proportion of

the student population" (17, p. 63).

Boonin sent questionnaires to all fifty state

commissioners of education, all of whom responded (3, p. 61).

Boonin concluded:

In almost all cases where corporal punishment is authorized
it is used on children in grades K-8...it is rarely used
on girls. Most often the "frail male" is the child who is
physically punished (3, p. 61).

Hyman writes:

The repeated and extensive use of corporal punishment with
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these groups (Black and Hispanic] is particularly
insidious as it tends to reinforce their alienation from
learning in a white middle class dominated system.
Several areas of research support this contention (20, p. 11).

Elrod (10, p. 143) found in his study of Indiana public

schools that rural schools report the highest incident of

corporal punishment (97%), followed by urban schools (78%), and

suburban schools (70%).

Some psychologists believe that the tendency to use

corporal punishment on children is stronger in some cultures

than in others. Hyman (20, p. 6) writes, "Many so called

primitive societies cannot conceptualize the use of physical

force on children."

An Ontario study reports:

An Australian study... showed that the use of corporal
punishment was supported by parents who had immigrated
from the United Kingdom where the cane had been a means of
gaining and teaching the virtues of obedience; however
corporal punishment was opposed by parents from North
European countries where it was forbidden (8, p. 33).

Theisen writes:

The rather controversial implications of their
[scientists'] research hints at genetic predispositions
toward what we have previously labeled as cultural
stereotypes... American society being primarily Caucasian
(including Hispanic) and Black, and being according to
experts quite agreeable to the use of physical punishment
on their children, perhaps, are merely reflecting a more
generally aggressive tendency to react to newborns, as
indicated in Freedman's study of newborns (43, p. 3).

Babock writes:

The resultant correlations are seen as a basis for
generating hypotheses within a framework which treats
corporal punishment as a cultural behavior and not simply
an individual behavior. The data initially suggest that
the more complex a culture the greater the possibility
that it will support corporal punishment (1, p. 49).
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In 1972 the National Education Task Force on Corporal

Punishment investigated the issue and concluded the following:

1) Physical punishment is not an effective way to
maintain order.

2) Physical punishment may increase disruptive behavior.
3) Physical punishment hinders learning.
4) Physical punishment is most often used on students

who are physically weaker and smaller than the
teacher.

5) Physical punishment is not suitable for any children,
regardless of their socioeconomic status.

6) Physical punishment is often a symptom of frustration
rather than a disciplinary procedure.

7) Infliction of physical punishment is detrimental to
the educator.

8) Physical punishment does not develop self-discipline.
9) Physical punishment develops aggressive hostility.

10) Physical punishment teaches that might is right.
11) Physical punishment by educators is not comparable to

that inflicted by parents.
12) Students may prefer physical punishment to other

alternatives offered them.
13) Limitations on the way physical punishment is to be

used are often regularly ignored.
14) Physical punishment is legal in many places but its

constitutionality is being challenged in several
suits. [Please note that this report was published
five years prior to Ingraham v. Wright].

15) The availability of physical punishment discourages
teachers from seeking more effective means of
discipline.

16) The use of physical punishment inclines everyone in
the community to regard students as less than human
and the school is dehumanizing (31, p. 7).

"Over the years the chief visible protagonists...have

been the president of the teachers union (Pro] and the

spokesman for the American Civil Liberties Union [Con]" (44,

p. 3). Perhaps, the one particular these opponents can agree

on is the inconclusiveness of research. Research has yet to

adequately measure punishments effectiveness in changing human

behavior.

Most of the research has been behavioral studies involving

operant conditioning on animals. Behavioral research,
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particularly that involving animals, excludes many pertinent

human variables -- variables that should be examined. The rat

which is shocked as it runs through a maze may respond very

differently than the child whose cognitive abilities allow him

to know that if he commits an act he will be punished.

Needless to say, pain stimuli will have a far more emotional

effect on the child than on the laboratory animal. Punishment

administered in a laboratory is controlled. Punishment

administered in the classroom is not.

Feshbach and Feshbach write:

Animals have a more limited capacity than children to
imitate and identify with the punishing agent; animals do
not raise questions concerning the equity of punishment,
the appropriateness of the severity of punishment....
Conceptions of punishment derived from animal research may
lead to the omission of important variables or misplaced
emphases (13, p. 46).

There are several facts of which we can be assured. If

corporal punishment is to have any long term effect it must be

harsh and consistent. And, we are assured that corporal

punishment is potentially physically harmful. And although

most people support this practice in the schools their beliefs

are based more on emotion and tradition than on their factual

knowledge of this issue.

Smith writes:

It must be questioned whether a person whose psychological
balance and stability is largely unknown to parents,
students and the public should be allowed the power to
physically strike school children (42, p. 267).

This is, perhaps, the most practical and serious

consideration of all.
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CHAPTER V

A SURVEY: TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD CORPORAL PUNISHMENT;
A SURVEY OF TEACHERS IN THE LEWISVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL

DISTRICT, LEWISVILLE, TEXAS

It has been established that corporal punishment is

practiced in the American public school today. (See Chapter

I). Studies also substantiate that the majority of educators

favor its use. For example, a 1975 survey in Louisiana asked

teachers, "Do you believe in corporal punishment?" 82% replied

that they did (12, p. 12). Paddling may be an old fashioned

way to discipline children but in school systems worried about

violence it is making a comeback. "Teachers in Los Angeles

recently demanded permission to use corporal punishment in

school regardless of legal precautions and parental permission"

(15, p. 237). "Los Angeles prohibited corporal punishment four

years ago, then reinstated it [in March 1980]....'It is a

powerful deterrent to antisocial behavior,' says Los Angeles

school board member Richard Ferraro" (21, p. 50). "As recently

as 1975-76 corporal punishment was used as negotiating item in

a Pennsylvania school system. After an eight week strike the

school board agreed to again vote to restore corporal

punishment," (2, p. 395). This development, when considered

along with the recent conservative swing of America's political

and philosophical sentiments may indicate that corporal

punishment is reaffirming itself as a legitimate disciplinary

method.
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The school's handling of corporal punishment will

ultimately effect the future of corporal punishment -- its

continuation or abrogation. Should the public feel that the

school is misusing and/or abusing the practice, there will be

pressure on law making bodies to sanction its abolition.

Although it is not likely that teachers will directly

resolve the issue, it is likely that the attitude of the

teacher will strongly influence its application in the

individual school which will indirectly, but ultimately,

determine the future of the practice. Smith (20, p. 268)

writes, "Since many teachers apparently believe that corporal

punishment is the ultimate method of control they have over

their classes and the only discipline that students

understand, teacher attitudes may constitute the initial

hurdle." And, Hyman (10, p. 13) writes, "The need for research

on the use of corporal punishment in schools is obvious, but

it is also necessary to know the attitudes of those involved

with the education of children." And, Clarzio also sees a

need for researching attitudes. He (5, p. 9) writes, "There is

a limited amount of research on how popular physical

punishment is."

Studies do indicate that teachers favor corporal

punishment -- but to what degree and under what conditions? In

order to better understand the teacher's attitudes in regard

to corporal punishment a survey was conducted in the

Lewisville Independent School District in Lewisville, Texas.

Lewisville Independent School District serves the communities
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of Lewisville, Flower Mound, The Colony and northwest

Carrollton. These are bedroom communities northwest of

Dallas. The communities are rapidly growing and transient.

Many of its residents are from other parts of the country,

particularly from bordering states and the industrial states

of the north and central United States. The communities are

predominantly middle class. Although the majority of

Lewisville Independent School District's teachers are from

Texas, there is an excellent representation from other states.

There are ten elementary schools in the Lewisville

Independent School District. Five of the ten schools

participated in the survey. There are 350 teachers in the

district. One hundred twenty completed and returned the

survey.

Corporal punishment is legal in the state of Texas.
The Texas statute governing the use of corporal

punishment is similar to that of New York....The use of
force, but not deadly force against a person is justified
1) if the actor is entrusted with the care, supervision

or administration of the person for a special purpose and

2) when and to the degree that the actor reasonably
believes that the force is necessary to further the

special purpose or to maintain discipline in a group
(23, p. 15)

The Lewisville Independent School District does employ

corporal punishment as a disciplinary method. The instrument

used to administer the punishment is the paddle. "The most

common form of corporal punishment in schools is spanking a

child on the buttocks with a wooden board commonly referred to

as a paddle, approximately one to two feet long" (6, p. 1).
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It is administered by and largely by the principal although in

some instances and in some schools it may be administered by

the teacher. It is used as a last resort. Other disciplinary

methods are preferred and'encouraged. The following has been

taken from the Board Policy Manual, Lewisville Independent

School District. It describes the district's general

disciplinary guidelines, types of discipline, and guidelines in

regard to corporal punishment.

When imposing discipline, District personnel shall

adhere to the following general guidelines:
1. Discipline shall be administered only when

necessary to protect students, school employees,

or property or maintain essential order and
discipline.

2. Students shall be treated fairly and equitably.
Discipline shall be based on a careful assessment
of the circumstances of each case. Factors to

consider shall include:
a. The seriousness of the offense.
b. The student's age.
c. The frequency of misconduct.
d. The student's attitude.

e. The potential effect of the misconduct on

the school environment.

Students who violate the code of student conduct
shall be subject to:

1. Counseling by teachers, special services, or
administrative personnel.

2. Parent/guardian-teacher conferences.
3. Assigned school duties other than class tasks.

4. Verbal correction.
5. Withdrawal of privileges.
6. Detention.
7. Corporal punishment.
8. Suspension.
9. Judicial proceedings.

Reasonable corporal punishment is permitted in order

to preserve an effective educational environment, free from
disruption.

Corporal punishment shall be reasonable and moderate

and may not be administered maliciously or for the
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purpose of revenge. Such factors as the size, age and
condition of the student, the type of instrument to be
used, the amount of force to be used and the part of the
body to be struck shall be considered before
administering any corporal punishment.

The use of force, but not deadly force, against a
student is justified if the teacher or administrator is
entrusted with the care, supervision or administration of
the student when, and to the degree the teacher or
administrator reasonably believes the force is necessary,
to further the purpose of education or to maintain
discipline in a group. Penal Code 9.62

Disciplinary records shall be made available to
parents or the student, whichever is appropriate,
pursuant to policy FL. 20 U.S.C.A. 1232g (11, p. FO-FOB).

A 1981 Ontario report (7, p. 7) writes, "...the bulk of

the literature [on corporal punishment] is hortative in

nature; very little is based on empirical research or opinion

surveys [emphasis added]." The purpose of this study is to

assist the education field in its pursuit to resolve the issue

of corporal punishment by increasing the data base of

information involving teacher attitude and corporal

punishment. In order to accomplish this, teachers' attitudes

in regard to the following specific areas were examined:

1. Does the teacher feel that corporal punishment is an

effective means of discipline?

2. Which school official(s) should be allowed to

administer corporal punishment?

3. Is paddling wrong; does it infringe on the rights of

the child?

4. Should corporal punishment be used in the schools

without regard of parents' opinion?

5. Should corporal punishment be administered privately or
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should it be administered publicly in an attempt to

create a "ripple effect"?

6. What restrictions should be applied in the use of

corporal punishment?

7. Should corporal punishment be used only as a last

resort?

8. For what offenses should a child be paddled?

9. Does the teacher feel that corporal punishment needs to

be administered consistently in order to be effective?

10. Does paddling teach a child that violence is

acceptable?

In order to accomplish the previous objectives and

gather the necessary information, a survey was conducted in the

Lewisville Independent School District. One or more statements

relate(s) to each question to be studied. (For a copy of the

survey see the Appendix.)

The results of the survey are reported in percentages.

The results were first tabulated as a whole -- all the surveys

were considered.

In order to determine whether or not the teaching of

primary grade levels or intermediate grade levels or special

education effected the attitude of the teachers, the surveys

were divided into teachers of K-3, 4-5, and special education.

They were then tabulated.

In order to determine whether or not the years of

experience of the teacher effected the attitude of the teacher,
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the surveys were divided into years of experience as follows:

1-5 years, 6-10 years, 11-20 years and 21-30 years.

In order to determine whether or not geographic

differences effected the attitude of the teacher, the surveys

were divided into the following regions: North (including the

states of New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut and

Pennsylvania), Central (including the states of Illinois, Ohio,

Indiana, Kansas, Missouri), South Central (including the states

of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas), South (including the states of

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Georgia,

Louisiana, Alabama, Florida). In the case of some states and

regions such as Minnesota and California, only one or two

surveys were representative so they were eliminated in the

regional tabulations). In order to better account for

geographic influence, the categories were broken down into

place of elementary education, most time spent in the last ten

years and place of teacher education. Surveys were then

divided and tabulated accordingly.

Statements pertaining to specific attitude questions were

distributed randomly in the survey. I.e., Statements 13, 15,

39 refer to attitude #9 -- Does the teacher feel that corporal

punishment needs to be administered consistently in order to be

effective?

However, as the results are reported, those statements

that pertain to the question at hand will be reported in

sequential tables.

. -:
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In each table SA = strongly agree, A = agree, D =

disagree, SD = strongly disagree, NO = no opinion.

The intended purpose of corporal punishment is to correct

and improve the behavior of the student and school as a whole.

Those utilizing and/or believing in this method of disciplining

should, therefore, believe that it is effective. Does the

teacher, in fact, feel that corporal punishment is an effective

means of discipline? The following statements were posed in

regard to this question: 3.) Paddling is an effective means of

maintaining discipline; 6.) Paddling is the best way to

maintain discipline; 14.) Paddling deters misbehavior; 19.)

Other methods of disciplining are more effective than paddling;

27.) All schools should use paddling as a disciplining method;

20.) Paddling works; 31.) Paddling works for a short time but

it won't change long term behavior; 33.) Paddling is useful to

some degree in helping the teacher maintain discipline.

(Tables I-VIII show the results of responses to the above

statements.)

Table I shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling is an effective means of maintaining

discipline. (See p. 74)

Most research in the area of corporal punishment concludes

that corporal punishment is ineffective. Bandura stated

(1, p. 299) that "...the ineffectiveness of punishment in

eliminating undesired responses is abundantly documented...

in research on both animal and human subjects."



Table I

#3 Paddling is an effective means of maintaining discipline.

SA A D SD NO

Total 15.0 57.5 17.5 5.0 5.0

Grade K-3 13.1 70.5 11.5 1.6 3.3
Levels

4-5 21.1 47.4 15.8 7.9 7.9

SPIED. 11.1 27.8 44.4 0.0 11.1

Years of 1-5 12.5 55.0 25.0 5.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 16.3 57.1 16.3 2.0 8.2

11-20 8.7 65.2 8.7 13.0 4.3

21-30 37.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 70.0 0.0 20.0 0.0Education
C 12.5 50.0 25.0 12.5 0.0

SC 17.7 53.2 21.5 1.3 6.3

S 6.3 75.0 6.3 6.3 6.3

Location N 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years c 22.2 11.1 44.4 22.2 0.0

SC 15.3 58.2 17.3 3.1 6.1

S 12.5 75.0 0.0 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 75.0 0.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C' 10.0 50.0 40.0 0.0 0.0

SC 18.0 53.9 18.0 3.4 0.0

S 7.7 69.2 7.7 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Contrary to research teachers agree that corporal

punishment is effective in maintaining discipline. 72.5% agree

or strongly agree while only 22.5 disagree or strongly

disagree. There is a strong consistency throughout the table

varying little through grade levels, years of experience, and

geographic differences. Those teachers of special education

and those who spent most of their time during the last ten

years in the central states are the only two groups that

disagree more than agree, 44.4% and 66.6% respectively.

Teachers with 21-30 years of experience agree more strongly

than any other group -- 37.5% agreeing strongly and 50.0%

agreeing.

Table II shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling is the best way to maintain discipline.

(See p. 76)

Of 925 teachers questioned in an Ontario study physical

punishment was their least preferred method of discipline

(7, p. 54). Lewisville teachers also do not feel that

corporal punishment is the best way to maintain discipline.

84.1% disagree or strongly disagree while 12.5% agree or

strongly agree. There is a very strong consistency throughout

the table with no group agreeing or strongly agreeing more

than 17.5%.

Table III shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling deters misbehavior. (See p. 77)

Welsh (22, p. 16) writes, "The deterrent factor of

corporal punishment is inescapable." A 1971 Pittsburgh study
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#6 Paddling is the best way to maintain discipline.

SA A D SD NO

Total .8 11.7 53.3 30.8 3.3

Grade K-3 0.0 14.8 55.7 24.6 4.9
Levels

4-5 0.0 7.9 60.5 26.3 5.3

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 50.0 44.4 0.0

Years of 1-5 2..5 15.0 60.0 17.5 5.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 12.2 57.5 38.8 2.0

11-20 0.0 4.3 47.8 39.1 4.3

21-30 0.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 70.0 20.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

SC 0.0 15.2 57.0 22.8 5.1

S 0.0 6.3 75.0 31.3 6.3

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 0.0 33.3 77.8 0.0

SC 0.0 12.2 57.1 25.5 5.1

S 0.0 12.5 62.5 25.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 60.0 40.0 0.0

SC 0.0 13.5 57.3 24.7 4.5

S 0.0 7.7 53.8 30.8 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table III

#14 Paddling deters misbehavior.

SA A D SD NO

Total 7.5 60.8 17.5 3.3 10.8

Grade K-3 3.3 70.5 13,1 1.6 11.5
Levels

4-5 13.2 60.5 2.6 10.5 7.9

SP.ED. 0.0 44.4 44.4 5.6 5.6

Years of 1-5 7.5 57.5 22.5 2.5 10.0
Experience

6-10 10.2 61.2 14.3 4.0 10.2

11-20 0.0 69.6 17.4 13.0 0.0

21-30 12.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 25.0

Elementary N 0.0 40.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
Education

C 0.0 43.8 31.3 12.5 12.5

SC 7.6 65.8 13.9 3.8 8.9

S 6.3 68.6 6.3 12.5 6.3

Location N 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 33.3 33.3 22.2 11.1

SC 7.1 64.3 13.3 4.1 11.2

S 0.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Education

C 0.0 40.0 40.0 0.0 20.0

SC 6.7 68.5 11.2 6.7 9.0

S 7.7 69.2 7.7 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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found that educators feel that "reasonable use of corporal

punishment was considered a deterrent to misbehavior"

(17, p. 7).

In accord with Pittsburgh educators, Lewsiville educators

agree (68.3%) as opposed to disagree (20.8%) that paddling deters

misbehavior. There is not a strong consistency within the

table with up to 30.0% having no opinion. The Special

Education group and the Central Elementary Education and

Location Last Ten Years groups disagree more than agree and

equally agree and disagree in the Central Teacher Education

category.

Table IV shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Other methods of disciplining are more effective

than paddling. (See p. 79)

In general the teachers agree by 73.3% that other methods

are more effective than paddling. The only category that is

inconsistent is the Northern group/Location Last Ten Years

group, 66.7% disagree with none agreeing.

Table V shows the results of the responses to the

statement: All schools should use paddling as a discipline

method. (See p. 80)

In general teachers agree (55.8%) more than disagree (35%)

that paddling should be used in all schools. The results are

not consistent with the Special Education group disagreeing

more than agreeing, and the Central groups disagreeing more

than agreeing in all three regional categories.

.



Table IV

#19. Other methods of disciplining are more effective than

paddling.

SA A D SD NO

Total 20.8 52.5 12.5 2.5 11.7

Grade K-3 16.4 54.1 14.8 3.3 11.5
Levels

4-5 18.4 50.0 13.2 2.6 15.8

SP.ED. 27.8 55.6 5.6 5.6 5.6

Years of 1-5 20.0 50.0 12.5 2.5 15.0
Experience

6-10 20.4 53.1 16.3 2.0 8.2

11-20 17.4 56.5 4.3 4.3 17.4

21-30 37.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 20.0 40.0 30.0 0.0 10.0
Education

C 31.3 50.0 6.3 0.0 12.5

SC 16.5 55.7 10.1 5.1 12.7

S 25.0 25.0 31.3 0.0 18.8

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 0.0 33.3
Last Ten

Years C 55.6 22.2 22.2 0.0 0.0

SC 16.3 58.2 10.2 4.1 11.2

S 0.0 50.0 25.0 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 25.0 25.0 37.5 0.0 12.5
Education

C 20.0 70.0 10.0 0.0 0.0

SC 16.9 55.1 9.0 6.7 14.6

S 30.8 23.1 30.8 0.0 15.4

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table V

#27 All schools should use paddling as disciplinary method.

SA A D SD NO

Total 10.0 45.8 27.5 7.5 9.7

Grade K-3 6.6 59.0 19.7 6.6 8.2
Levels

4--5 13.2 47.4 23.7 5.3 10.5

SP.ED. 5.6 27.8 44.4 16.7 5.6

Years of 1-5 11.4 37.1 34.3 14.3 11.4
Experience

6-10 8.2 49.0 24.5 8.2 10.2

11-20 4.3 52.2 26.1 13.0 4.3

21-30 25.0 50.0 25.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 70.0 20.0 10.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 43.8 37.5 12.5 6.3

SC 12.7 46.8 24.1 7.6 8.9

S 0.0 50.0 18.8 6.3 25.0

Location N 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 44.4 33.3 22.2 0.0

SC 10.2 48.0 25.5 7.1 9.2

S 0.0 62.5 25.0 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 75.0 12.5 12.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 40.0 50.0 0.0 10.0

SC 11.2 48.3 24.7 6.7 9.0

S 0.0 46.2 23.1 0.0 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table VI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling works. (See p. 82)

73.3% teachers agree as compared with 14.1% who disagree

that paddling works. The results are relatively consistent

with the Special Education group having the strongest

disagree/strongest disagree response (33.4%). In comparing

Tables I and VI which are the same statements worded

differently, there is a strong consistency. Table I:

agree/strongly agree (72.5%), disagree/strongly disagree (22.5%).

Table VI: agree/strongly agree (73.3%), disagree/strongly

disagree (14.1%).

Table VII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling works for a short time, but it won't

change long term behavior. (See p. 83)

Rose writes:
If the contingent delivery of corporal punishment

results in long term reduction of the disruptive behavior
then it can be considered effective for that child. If,
however, the reductive effects are only temporary their
corporal punishment should be discontinued...(19, p. 164).

Lewisville teachers generally disagree (57.5%) that

paddling will only work short term. However, 35.9% agree.

Throughout the table the results show a slight leaning towards

disagreement. The close results indicate a strong mixture of

opinion, and, perhaps, an uncertainty in regard to the

statement. The Special Education group and 11-20 Years of

Experience group are the only groups that agree slightly more

than disagree.



Table VI

#29._Paddling works.

SA A D SD NO

Total 17.5 55.8 8.3 5.8 13.3

Grade K-3 19.7 62.3 3.3 0.0 14.8
Levels

4-5 '21.1 60.5 2.6 7.9 7.9

SP.ED. 0.0 55.6 27.8 5.6 11.1

Years of 1-5 20.0 54.0 8.5 2.8 14.2
Experience

6-10 20.4 51.0 4.1 6.1 18.4

11-20 4.3 65.2 17.4 8.7 4.3

21-30 25.0 62.5 12.5 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 60.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Education

C 18.8 50.0 0.0 12.5 18.8

SC 19.0 59.5 5.1 2.5 13.9

S 6.3 75.0 6.3 12.5 0.0

Location N 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 22.2 44.4 0.0 22.2 11.1

SC 17.3 57.1 8.2 3.1 14.3

S 12.5 87.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 75.0 0.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C 20.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 20.0

SC 19.1 56.2 7.9 2.2 14.6

S 7.7 77.7 7.7 7.7 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table VII

#31 Paddling works
term behavior.

for a short time but it won't change long-

SA A D SD NO

Total 4.2 31.7 47.5 10.0 6.7

Grade K-3 18.0 31.1 32.8 14.8 3.3
Levels

4-5 0.0 31.6 52.6 13.2 2.6

SPED. 27.8 27.8 38.9 0.0 5.6

Years of 1-5 6.9 23.0 46.0 18.6 4.6
Experience

6-10 4.1 32.7 51.0 6.1 6.1

11-20 0.0 47.8 30.0 4.3 13.0

21-30 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 40.0 50.0 10.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 50.0 43.8 6.3 0.0

SC 5.1 29.1 46.8 11.4 7.6

S 6.3 31.3 37.5 12.5 12.5

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0

SC 6.1 35.7 40.8 11.2 6.1

S 0.0 12.5 62.5 0.0 25.0

Teacher N 12.5 25.0 50.0 12.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 30.0 60.0 10.0 0.0

SC 4.5 33.7 43.8 11.2 6.7

S 7.7 30.8 38.5 7.7 15.4

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table VIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling is useful to some degree in helping the

teacher maintain discipline. (See p. 85)

This statement is less conclusive than the statements

shown on Tables I and VI. It does not require that the teacher

be dogmatic in his belief about effectiveness. It is less

extreme only indicating a certain amount of usefulness. 87.5%

responded agree/strongly agree while only 11.4% responded

disagree/strongly disagree. The results were extremely

consistent. Those teaching 21-30 years showed no disagreement.

Again, the group with the largest percentage of disagreement

was the Special Education group.

The teachers feel, in general, that corporal punishment is

effective. They feel strongly that it is useful to some degree

in helping to maintain discipline. However, they do not feel

it is the best method of disciplining. Although the teachers

do feel that paddling deters misbehavior, they do not feel

strongly about it; there is some mixture of opinion and a large

percentage with no opinion. The majority feel that all schools

should employ the practice. Yet, there is a goodly percentage

that does disagree.

Teachers were least sure about whether corporal punishment

worked only short term and not long term.

When considering the different variables--experience,

grade level, etc., it seemed to have little effect. However,

the Special Education group was least consistent with the rest



Table VIII

#33 Paddling is useful
maintain discipline

to some degree in helping the teacher

SA A D SD NO

Total 24.2 63.3 9.7 1.7 1.7

Grade K-3 26.2 60.7 9.8 0.0 3.3
Levels

4-5 26.3 68.4 2.6 2.6 0.0

SP.ED. 5.6 61.1 22.2 5.6 5.6

Years of 1-5 32.5 50.0 15.0 0.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 24.5 65.3 4.1 4.1 2.0

11-20 4.3 78.3 13.0 4.3 0.0

21-30 37.5 62.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
-Mw -

Elementary N 20.0 60.0 10.0 10.0 0.0
Education

C 18.8 62.5 6.3 6.3 6.3

SC 25.3 62.0 10.1 1.3 1.3

S 12.5 62.5 18.8 0.0 6.3

Location N 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 22.2 44.4 11.1 11.1 11.1

SC 22.4 65.3 10.2 1.0 1.0

S 25.0 62.5 12.5 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 50.0 0.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C, 20.0 70.0 0.0 0.0 10.0

SC 23.6 62.9 10.1 1.1 2.2

S 15.4 69.2 15.4 0.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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and the Central group differed in opinion in several areas.

The group with the most experience was most consistent and

their opinions were most strongly felt.

In the case of Ingraham v. Wright (1977) a lawsuit was

brought forth due to the alleged abuse of corporal punishment

by administrators. In Baker vs. Owens (1975) a suit was brought

forth due to the alleged misuse of corporal punishment by a

teacher. Who, in fact, should be responsible for administering

the corporal punishment. The following statements were posed

in regard to this question: 1) Teachers only should have the

right to paddle. 2) Administrators only should have the right

to paddle. 7) Neither teacher or principal should be allowed

to paddle students. 41) Both teachers and administrators

should paddle 37) Most teachers/principals would use good

judgment when deciding whether a child should be paddled.

(Tables IX - XIII show the results of the responses to the

above statements.)

Table IX shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Teachers only should have the right to paddle.

(See p. 87)

There is strong disagreement that teachers only should

have the right to paddle. 87.5% disagree as opposed to 10.0%

who agree. There is a strong consistency. Surprisingly, there

is a small percentage of teachers in almost every category that,

for whatever reason, feel that only teachers should administer

the punishment. In rare instances, the teacher only is



Table IX

the right to paddle.
11 Tea I Gr on P y s.J1.LJ aV L -.

SA A D SD NO

Total 2.5 7.5 58.3 29.2 0.8

Grade K-3 1.6 9.8 63.9 21.3 1.6
Levels

4-5 2.6 5.3 52.6 39.5 0.0

SP.ED. 5.6 5.6 72.2 11.1 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 7.5 62.5 25.0 0.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 10.2 51.0 36.7 2.0

11-20 8.7 4.3 65.2 21.7 0.0

21-30 12.5 0.0 62.5 25.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 60.0 30.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 18.8 50.0 31.3 0.0

SC 3.8 5.1 65.8 25.3 1.3

S 0.0 6.3 56.3 31.3 6.3

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0
Last Ten

Years 0 0.0 22.2 44.4 33.3 0.0

SC 3.1 6.1 64.3 25.5 1.0

S 0.0 12.5 62.5 25.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 30.0 50.0 20.0 0.0

SC 3.4 5.6 64.0 25.8 1.1

S 0.0 7.7 53.8 30.8 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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authorized to administer corporal punishment. Lines (12, p. 45)

writes,"...a superintendent was held civilly liable for

assault and battery for administering corporal punishment where

a statute authorized a teacher to do so."

Table X shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Administrators only should have the right to

paddle. (See p. 89)

81.7% of the teachers are in disagreement that

administrators only should have the right to paddle as opposed

to 18.3% in agreement. Apparently, most teachers feel that

either no paddling should be done or that most teachers should

maintain the right to paddle. In considering previous results

the latter conclusion seems most correct.

Table XI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Neither teacher or principal should be allowed to

paddle students. (See p. 90)

97.5% of the teachers are in disagreement that neither

teacher nor principal should have the right to paddle as

opposed to 2.5% in agreement. There is strong consistency

throughout the table. This is one of the few statements in

which all categories except one (North/Location Last Ten Years)

show 0.0% in the no opinion column. One may easily conclude

that teachers feel strongly that the school should maintain the

right to use corporal punishment.



Table X

#2 Administrators only should have the right to paddle.

SA A D SD NO

Total 4.1 14.2 52.5 29.2 0.0

Grade K-3 4.9 18.0 52.5 43.8 1.6
Levels

4-5 2.6 5.3 52.6 39.5 0.0

SP.ED. 5.6 5.6 72.2 11.1 0.0

Years of 1-5 2.5 7.5 62.5 25.0 0.0
Experience

6-10 4.1 12.2 42.8 40.8 0.0

11-20 4.3 13.0 52.2 30.4 0.0

21-30 12.5 0.0 62.5 25.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 60.0 30.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 6.3 75.0 18.8 0.0

SC 3.8 5.1 65.8 25.3 1.3

S 6.3 25.0 25.0 37.5 6.3

Location N 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0

SC 4.1 13.3 57.1 24.5 1.0

S 12.5 25.0 25.0 37.5 0.0

Teacher N 12.5 12.5 37.5 37.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 10.0 80.0 10.0 0.0

SC 3.4 11.2 58.4 27.0 0.0

S 7.7 30.8 23.1 30.8 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XI

#7 Neither teacher nor principal should be allowed to paddle student

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.0 2.5 37.5 60.0 0.0

Grade K-3 0.0 0.0 31.1 68.9 0.0
Levels

4-5 0.0 2.6 26.3 71.1 0.0

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 72.2 22.2 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 5.0 42.5 52.5 0.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 0.0 28.6 71.4 0.0

11-20 0.0 4.3 52.2 43.5 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 0.0 30.0 60.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 6.3 37.5 56.3 0.0

SC 0.0 1.3 36.7 62.0 0.0

S 0.0 12.5 12.5 75.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 11.1 33.3 55.6 0.0

SC 0.0 1.0 36.7 62.2 0.0

S 0.0 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0

Teacher N 12.5 0.0 12.5 75.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 60.0 40.0 0.0

SC 0.0 0.0 37.1 62.9 0.0

S 0.0 15.4 15.4 69.2 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XII shows the results of the responses to the

statements: Both teachers and administrators should paddle.

(See p. 92)

Teachers were asked in a Louisiana study, "Do you believe

the principal should administer corporal punishment?" 
81% said

yes. Teachers were then asked, "Do you believe the teacher

should administer corporal punishment?" Only 39.9% said yes.

(13, p. 12). Lewisville teachers agree (72.5%) more than

disagree (24.1%) that both teachers and administrators should

paddle. There is consistency throughout the table expect in

the Northern Group/all three categories. These categories show

stronger disagreement.

Table XIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Most teachers/principals would use good judgment

when deciding whether a child should be paddled or not paddled.

(See p. 93)

Teachers agree (92.5%) strongly that most

teachers/principals would use good judgment when deciding

whether a child should be paddled or not. There is a strong

consistency throughout the table indicating the confidence

teachers have in their own colleagues in being responsibly

sound and of good judgment.

There is a stable consistency throughout Tables IX-XIII.

Teachers feel strongly that both themselves and administrators

should be allowed to paddle. They vigorously maintain that

. ,.v.... ,



Table XII

#41 Both teachers and administrators should paddle.

SA A D SD NO

Total 20.8 51.7 18.3 5.8 3.3

Grade K-3 19.7 55.7 19.7 1.6 3.3
Levels

4-5 31.6 44.7 10.5 7.9 5.3

SP.ED. 5.6 55.6 27.8 11.1 0.0

Years of 1-5 30.0 40.0 17.5 5.0 7.5
Experience

6-10 20.4 57.1 16.3 4.1 2.0

11-20 0.0 69.6 21.7 8.7 0.0

21-30 37.5 25.0 25.0 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 30.0 30.0 20.0 10.0
Education

C 18.8 62.5 6.3 12.5 0.0

SC 24.1 53.2 16.5 3.8 2.5

S 18.8 37.5 25.0 12.5 6.3

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 33.3 44.4 0.0 22.2 0.0

SC 21.4 54.1 18.4 4.1 2.0

S 0.0 50.0 37.5 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 37.5 12.5 37.5 12.5
Education

C 20.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SC 25.8 51.7 18.0 2.2 2.2

S 7.7 38.5 30.8 15.4 15.4

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XIII

#37 Most teachers/principals would use good judgment when

deciding whether a child should be paddled or not paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 40.0 52.5 4.2 1.7 1.7

Grade K-3 39.3 57.4 1.6 1.6 0.0
Levels

4-5 55.3 42.1 2.6 0.0 0.0

SP.ED. 33.3 55.6 5.6 0.0 5.6

Years of 1-5 52.5 42.5 2.5 0.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 34.7 57.1 4.1 4.1 0.0

11-20 21.7 65.2 8.7 0.0 4.3

21-30 62.5 37.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 40.0 50.0 10.0 0.0 0.0
Education

C 50.0 31.3 6.3 6.3 6.3

SC 41.8 55.7 1.3 0.0 1.3

S 37.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 0.0

Location N 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 55.6 33.3 11.1 0.0 0.0

SC 42.9 51.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

S 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 50.0 25.0 0.0 0.0
Education

C 60.0 30.0 0.0. 10.0 0.0

SC 43.8 57.8 1.1 0.0 2.2

S 30.8 53.8 15.4 0.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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educators are capable of making sound judgment in regard to the

administration of corporal punishment.

There are those who do not base their opposition to

corporal punishment on effectiveness but rather on the moral

aspects of the issue. How does the teachers feel about

corporal punishment in terms of the moral issue? The

following statements were posed in regard to this question:

5) Paddling is wrong. 12) Paddling a student is wrong under

any circumstances. 17) Paddling is wrong only because some

teachers or principals might abuse students. 24) No child

should ever be paddled. 25) Paddling should be made illegal.

34) Paddling can hurt a child emotionally. 40) Paddling is an

infringement on a child's rights. (Table VIV-XX show the

results of responses to the above statements.)

Table XIV shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: Paddling is wrong. (See p. 95)

A strong majority of the teachers (92.5%) disagree that

paddling is an infringement on a child's rights. In sixteen of

the nineteen categories less than 15% agree. In the Special

Education, North/Elementary Education and Teacher Education

and Central/Location Last Ten Years groups teachers agree with

more than 20% that paddling is wrong.

Table XV shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: Paddling a student is wrong under any

circumstances. (See p. 96)

95% of the teachers disagree that paddling a student is

wrong under any circumstances. 50% of these strongly disagree.



Table XIV

#5 Paddling is wrong.

SA A D SD NO

Total 3.3 3.3 51.7 40.8 0.8

Grade K-3 1.6 0.0 47.5 49.2 1.6
Levels

4-5 5.3 0.0 42.1 52.6 0.0

SP.ED. 0.0 22.2 61.1 16.7 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 5.0 65.0 27.5 2.5
Experience

6-10 2.0 4.0 38.8 55.1 0.0

11-20 13.0 0.0 60.9 26.1 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 37.5 62.5 0.0

Elementary N 20.0 0.0 30.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 12.5 0.0 50.0 37.5 0.0

SC 0.0 5.1 48.1 45.6 1.3

S 6.3 6.3 37.5 50.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0
Last Ten____
Years C 22.2 0.0 66.7 22.2 0.0

SC 1.0 4.1 48.0 45.9 1.0

S 0.0 0.0 37.5 62.5 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 70.0 30.0 0.0

SC 1.1 3.4 49.4 44.9 1.1

S 7.7 7.7 30.8 53.8 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XV

#12 Paddlinq a student is wrong under any circumstances.

SA A D SD NO

Total 1.7 2.5 45.0 50.0 0.8

Grade K-3 0.0 0.0 45.9 54.1 0.0
Levels

4-5 5.3 2.6 39.5 52.6 0.0

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 77.8 16.7 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 7.5 32.5 57.5 2.5
Experience

6-10 0.0 0.0 48.9 51.0 0.0

11-20 8.7 0.0 60.9 30.4 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 37.5 62.5 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 0.0 50.0 40.0 0.0
Education

C 12.5 0.0 62.5 18.8 0.0

SC 0.0 2.5 46.9 50.7 0.0

S 6.3 6.3 31.3 56.3 0.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 11.1 44.4 11.1 11.1

SC 0.0 2.0 48.0 50.0 0.0

S 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 25.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 80.0 20.0 0.0

SC 0.0 1.1 48.3 50.6 0.0

S 7.7 7.7 38.5 46.2 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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There is a very strong consistency throughout the table.

Seventeen of the twenty categories show 0.0% in the no opinion

column.

Table XVI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling is wrong only because some teachers or

principals might abuse students. (See p. 98)

This statement was aimed at those who felt that paddling

was wrong to determine for what reason they felt opposed.

However, because only a small percentage of the teachers agree

that paddling is wrong (refer to Table XVI) the statement may

not be applicable.

Table XVII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: No child should ever be paddled. (See p. 99)

96.7% of the teachers disagree that no child should ever

be paddled, 44.2% of whom are in strong disagreement. There is

a strong consistency throughout the table. Seventeen of the

twenty categories show 0.0% in the no opinion column of those

that do the percentages fall below 1.5%. Apparently teachers

feel that there are some children who should be paddled some

times.

Table XVIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling should be made illegal. (See p. 100)

Again, there is a strong stand against the statement

(95%). In eleven of the twenty categories more than 50%

strongly disagree that paddling should be made illegal. The

teachers do not want the right of the school to paddle a child



Table XVI

#17 Paddling is wrong only
might abuse students.

because some teachers or principals

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.8 26.7 43.3 27.5 1.7

Grade K-3 4.9 29.5 41.0 18.0 8.2
Levels

4-5 2.6 31.6 42.1 21.1 2.6

SP.ED. 5.6 22.2 61.1 11.1 0.0

Years of 1-5 2.5 30.0 42.5 22.5 2.5
Experience

6-10 0.0 22.4 34.7 40.8 2.0

11-20 0.0 30.4 56.5 13.0 0.0

21-30 0.0 25.0 62.5 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 20.0 40.0 40.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 31.3 50.0 12.5 6.3

SC 5.1 30.4 45.6 15.2 3.8

S 6.3 31.3 37.5 18.8 6.3

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 22.2 66.7 11.1 0.0

SC 4.1 28.6 44.9 13.4 4.1

S 12.5 25.0 37.5 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 12.5 37.5 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 20.0 70.0 0.0 10.0

SC 6.7 30.3 43.8 18.0 3.4

S 7.7 30.8 38.5 15.4 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XVII

#24 No child should ever be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 1.7 1.7 52.5 44.2 0.0

Grade K-3 0.0 1.6 52.5 47.5 0.0
Levels

4-5 5.3 0.0 39.5 52.6 0.0

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 72.2 16.7 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 2.5 47.5 50.0 0.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 2.0 53.0 44.9 0.0

11-20 8.7 0.0 65.2 26.1 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 37.5 62.5 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 0.0 50.0 40.0 0.0
Education

O 12.5 0.0 62.5 25.0 0.0

SC 0.0 2.5 46.8 49.4 1.3

S 6.3 6.3 50.0 37.5 0.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 0.0 66.7 11.1 0.0

SC 0.0 2.0 49.0 48.0 1.0

S 0.0 0.0 62.5 37.5 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 37.5 37.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 90.0 10.0 0.0

SC 0.0 1.1 47.2 50.6 1.1

S 7.7 7.7 53.9 30.8 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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#25 Paddling should

Table

be made

XVIII

illegal.

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.8 2.5 42.5 52.5 1.7

Grade K-3 0.0 1.6 39.3 57.4 1.6
Levels

4-5 2.6 5.3 39.5 52.6 0.0

SP.ED. 5.6 5.6 61.1 27.8 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 2.5 40.0 57.5 0.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 0.0 38.8 61.2 0.0

11-20 4.3 8.7 52.2 26.1 8.7

21-30 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 0.0 40.0 40.0 10.0
Education

C 6.3 6.3 56.3 25.0 0.0

SC 1.3 1.3 41.8 55.7 0.0

S 0.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 11.1 11.1 66.7 11.1 0.0

SC 1.0 3.1 39.8 55.1 1.1

S 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 37.5 37.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 70.0 30.0 0.0

SC 1.1 0.0 42.7 55.1 1.1

S 0.0 23.1 30.8 46.2 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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if they feel it necessary to be taken away by the law. Hentoff

(8, p. 59) writes, "...a walloping majority of these educators

strenuously object to having this educational 'tool' taken from

them." An Ontario study (7, p. 33) also supports the results,

"Teachers in the United States show no sign of relinquishing

their right to use corporal punishment."

Table XIX shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: Paddling can hurt a child emotionally.

(See p. 102)

The results indicate that although there is a general

leaning towards disagreement (48.3%), there is a mixture of

opinion with 45.8% in agreement. Teachers of all categories

have differing opinions about whether or not corporal

punishment hurts a child emotionally. The Special Education

21-30 Years of Experience, and, South/Elementary Education,

Location Last 10 Years, Teachers Education categories all lean

stronger in agreement that disagreement.

Table XX shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: Paddling is an infringement on a child's

rights. (See p. 103)

88.3% of the teachers do not feel that corporal punishment

infringes on the rights of the child. There is a strong

consistency throughout the results.

The results indicate that the teachers believe that the

right to administer corporal punishment should not be taken away



#34 Paddling can hurt a

Table XIX

child emotionally

SA A D SD NO

Total 10.0 35.8 38.3 10.0 5.8

Grade K-3 4.9 32.8 36.1 14.8 11.5
Levels

4-5 7.9 31.6 52.6 7.9 0.0

SP.ED. 16.7 44.4 33.3 0.0 5.6

Years of 1-5 10.0 35.0 30.0 17.5 7.5
Experience

6-10 12.2 30.6 44.9 8.2 4.1

11-20 8.7 34.8 43.5 4.3 8.7

21-30 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 20.0 70.0 0.0 0.0
Education

C 12.5 18.8 50.0 6.3 12.5

SC 7.6 35.4 36.7 12.7 7.6

S 12.5 37.5 31.3 6.3 12.5

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 11.1 66.7 0.0 0.0

SC 6.1 35.7 38.8 11.2 8.2

S 12.5 37.5 25.0 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 75.0 0.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 20.0 60.0 10.0 10.0

SC 6.7 37.1 37.1 11.2 7.9

S 15.4 46.2 23.1 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XX

#40 Paddling is an infringement on a child's rights.

SA A D SD NO

Total 1.7 6.7 50.0 38.3 3.3

Grade K-3 0.0 3.3 52.5 39.3 4.9
Levels

4-5 5.3 5.3 44.7 68.4 2.6

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 72.2 16.7 5.6

Years of 1-5 0.0 10.0 47.5 40.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 0.0 4.1 47.0 44.9 4.1

11-20 8.7 8.7 60.9 17.4 4.3

21-30 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 0.0 40.0 40.0 0.0
Education

C 6.3 6.3 56.3 31.3 0.0

SC 1.3 3.8 1.3 36.7 3.8

S 0.0 12.5 50.0 37.5 0.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 11.1 44.4 33.3 0.0

SC 1.1 5.1 52.0 36.7 5.1

S 0.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0

Teacher N 25.0 0.0 37.5 37.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 60.0 40.0 0.0

SC 1.1 3.4 52.8 37.1 5.6

S 0.0 15.4 53.8 30.8 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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from the school and that there are times when some students

should be paddled.

For the most part the teachers believe that corporal

punishment is not wrong nor does it infringe on the rights of

the child. Opinions were mixed in regard to the potential

emotional harm of corporal punishment.

In the Lewsiville Independent School District the school

does not need parental permission to paddle. However, some

schools do elicit parent consent forms. In Baker vs. Owens

(1975) the parents claimed that her child was paddled after she

requested that he not be (See Chapter III).

It is probable that in the future there will be more cases

in which the parent feels his/her rights have been denied

because the child has been paddled despite the parent's

request. Does the teacher feel that corporal punishment should

be administered without regard of parent opinion? The

following statements were posed in regard to this question:

20) A child who misbehaves should be paddled even if the parent

requested that the child not be paddled. 23) If a parent

doesn't want his/her child paddled, the child should never be

paddled. 30) The schools should have the right to paddle no

matter what the parent requests. (Tables XXI-XXIII show the

results of the responses to the above statements.)

Table XXI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A child who misbehaves should be paddled even if the

parent requested that the child not be paddled. (See p. 105)

............ WRW



Table XXI

#20 A child who misbehaves should be paddled even if the
parent requested that the child not be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 3.3 20.8 41.7 26.7 7.5

Grade K-3 1.6 31.1 34.4 26.2 6.6
Levels

4-5 10.5 23.7 36.8 21.1 7.9

SP.ED. 5.6 0.0 61.1 27.8 5.6

Years of 1-5 2.5 17.5 40.0 30.0 10.0
Experience

6-10 4.1 24.5 36.7 26.5 8.2

11-20 0.0 17.4 56.5 26.1 0.0

21-30 12.5 25.0 37.5 12.5 12.5

Elementary N 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 12.5 43.8 25.0 6.3

SC 6.3 24.1 41.8 20.3 7.6

S 0.0 37.5 18.8 37.5 6.3

Location N 33.3 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 22.2 33.3 33.3 11.1

SC 5.1 23.5 40.8 24.5 6.1

S 0.0 50.0 25.0 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 12.5 0.0 37.5 50.0 0.0Education

C 0.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 10.0

SC 5.6 22.5 42.7 22.5 6.7

.... 0.0 46.2 15.4 30.8 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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68.4% of the teachers disagree that a child who misbehaves

should be paddled even if the parents requested that the child

not be paddled. The Special Education group disagrees most

strenuously with 88.9%. The South/Location Last Ten Years and

Teachers Education groups agree slightly more than they disagree.

Table XXII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: If a parent doesn't want his/her child paddled, the

child should never be paddled. (See p. 107)

48.3% of the teachers agree that the parent's request

should be honored. However, an almost equal percent (45.9%)

disagree. The results show a strong mixture of opinion. There

is a flip f lopping throughout the table with some categories

showing stronger agreement while others show stronger

disagreement. The Special Education group shows the most

radical results with 83.3% in agreement.

Table XXIII shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: The schools should have the right to

paddle no matter what the parent requests. (See p. 108)

The teachers disagree with 50% while 47.5% agree that the

school should have the right to paddle no matter what the

parent requests. However, when examining the categories

individually there is a flip flopping with ten categories

showing slightly more agreement, eight categories showing

slightly more disagreement, and two equally divided. Again,

the Special Education group shows the most radical results with

77.8% in disagreement.



Table XXII

#23 If a parent doesn't want his/her child
should never be paddled.

paddled, the child

SA A D SD NO

Total 15.0 33.3 36.7 9.2 5.8

Grade K-3 14.8 26.2 39.3 9.8 9.8
Levels

4-5 10.5 28.9 39.5 18.5 2.6

SP.ED. 11.1 72.2 16.7 0.0 0.0

Years of 1-5 12.5 40.0 22.5 15.0 10.0
Experience

6-10 20.4 28.6 42.9 4.1 4.1

11-20 8.7 34.8 43.5 8.7 4.3

21-30 12.5 25.0 50.0 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 30.0 30.0 20.0 20.0 0.0
Education

C 25.0 18.8 37.5 6.3 12.5

SC 8.9 35.4 36.7 11.4 7.6

S 31.3 12.5 37.5 25.0 6.3

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 22.2 44.4 11.1 0.0

SC 10.2 36.7 34.7 10.2 8.2

S 25.0 12.5 37.5 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 37.5 37.5 12.5 12.5 0.0
Education

C 10.0 30.0 40.0 10.0 10.0

SC 10.1 36.0 36.0 10.1 7.9

S 30.8 7.7 46.2 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXIII

#30 The schools should have the right to paddle no matter
what the parent requests.

SA A D SD NO

Total 14.2 33.3 33.3 16.7 2.5

Grade K-3 18.0 31.1 32.8 14.8 3.3
Levels

4-5 10.5 44.7 21.1 15.8 7.9

SP.ED. 0.0 22.2 72.2 5.6 0.0

Years of 1-5 17.0 25.0 40.0 17.0 0.0
Experience

6-10 16.3 32.7 32.7 16.3 2.0

11-20 4.3 39.1 30.4 17.4 8.7

21-30 25.0 50.0 12.5 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 30.0 20.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 18.8 25.0 31.3 18.8 0.0

SC 15.2 34.2 38.0 8.9 3.8

S 12.5 37.5 25.0 18.8 6.3

Location N 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 33.3 22.2 22.2 0.0

SC 12.2 31.6 39.8 12.2 4.1

S 12.5 37.5 25.0 12.5 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 25.0 12.5 62.5 0.0
Education

C 20.0 30.0 40.0 10.0 0.0

SC 15.7 31.5 38.2 11.2 3.4

S 7.7 46.2 23.1 15.4 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Teachers are divided when asked whether or not or not they

feel the parent's request should be honored. The Special

Education group is the only group that consistently and

strongly feels that a child should not be paddled if the parent

makes such a request. Yet, results indicate that slightly more

teachers feel that the parent's request should be honored.

Yet, there is almost an equal amount that feel the school

should have the final say. A 1968 Pittsburgh study (10, p. 12)

reports that 61% of the teachers surveyed said they wanted to

be able to administer corporal punishment at their own

discretion. A 1982 survey of parents posed the following: "My

child's teacher should be allowed to paddle my child for

misbehaving even if I object to paddling." 59% of the parents

disagreed with the statement (4, p. 6).

The American School Board Journal writes, in regard to

the right to paddle:

...[the right to paddle] belongs to the schools, the court
says, and cannot be taken away even by the wishes of
individual parents. Corporal punishment is a right and a
tool that the school system can use to further student
education and school discipline (16, p. 61).

The "ripple effect" when applied to corporal punishment

says that if students view the paddling of another student they

will be more likely to behave appropriately for fear of having

to endure a similar punishment.

Does the teacher feel that corporal punishment should be

administered publicly in an attempt to create a "ripple

effect"? The following statements were posed: 16) Paddling
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should be administered where other students can view the

paddling. 21) Paddling should be administered in front of

other students. It will teach others a lesson. 42) Knowing a

student has been paddled helps to deter the misbehavior of

others. (Tables XXIV-XXVI show the results of the responses

to the above statements.)

Table XXIV shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling should be administered where other students

can view the paddling. (See p. lii)

89.1% of the teachers do not feel that students should be

paddled in public. 48.3% of these strongly agree. There is a

strong consistency throughout the results. The Special

Education, South/Elementary Education, Location Last Ten Years,

Teachers Education, 6-10 Years of Experience categories show no

teachers in agreement.

Table XXV shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: Paddling should be administered in front

of other students. It will teach others a lesson. (See p. 112)

The results show that teachers feel very strongly that

students should not be paddled in public. 91.7% disagree, 50%

of whom strongly disagree. There is a very strong consistency

between Tables XXIV and XXV which essentially pose the same

question. In both tables the same categories show no teachers

in agreement with the statement (See Table XXIV).

- --- ,-



Table XXIV

#16. Paddling should be administered where other
can view the paddling.

students

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.8 5.0 40.8 48.3 5.0

Grade K-3 1.6 8.2 37.7 47.5 4.9
Levels ____

4-5 0.0 2.6 42.1 50.0 5.3

SP.ED. 0.0 0.0 50.0 44.4 5.6

Years of 1-5 2.5 10.0 37.5 45.0 5.0
Experience

6.10 0.0 0.0 36.7 57.1 6.1

11-20 0.0 4.3 47.8 47.8 0.0

21-30 0.0 12.5 62.5 12.5 12.5

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 20.0 60.0 10.0
Education

C 0.0 12.5 50.0 37.5 0.0

SC 1.3 3.8 41.8 46.8 6.3

S 0.0 0.0 31.3 68.8 0.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 11.1 55.6 33.3 0.0

SC 1.0 4.1 39.8 50.0 5.1

S 0.0 0.0 37.5 62.5 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 12.5 12.5 62.5 12.5
Education

C 0.0 10.0 70.0 0.0 10.0

SC 1.1 6.7 39.3 49.4 5.6

S 0.0 0.0 38.5 61.5 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXV

#21 Paddling should be administered in front of other
students. It will teach others a lesson.

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.0 5.0 41.7 50.0 3.3

Grade K-3 0.0 6.6 41.0 50.8 1.6
Levels

4-5 0.0 5.3 39.5 50.0 5.3

SP.ED. 0.0 0.0 55.6 44.4 0.0

Years of 1-5 0.0 10.5 31.4 60.0 5.7
Experience

6-10 0.0 0.0 40.8 57.1 2.0

11-20 0.0 4.3 52.2 43.5 0.0

21-30 0.0 12.5 75.0 0.0 12.5

Elementary N 0.0 20.0 30.0 50.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 12.5 50.0 37.5 0.0

SC 0.0 2.5 44.3 49.4 3.8

S 0.0 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 0.0 55.6 33.3 0.0

SC 0.0 3.1 44.9 49.0 3.1

S 0.0 0.0 25.0 75.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 25.0 37.5 37.5 0.0
Education

C 0.0 10.0 60.0 30.0 0.0

SC 0.0 3.4 43.8 49.4 3.4

S 0.0 0.0 23.1 77.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXVI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Knowing a student has been paddled helps to deter

the misbehavior of others. (See p. 114)

77.8% of the teachers are in agreement that knowing a

student has been paddled helps to deter the misbehavior of

others. There is a consistency throughout all the categories

except the Special Education group. Only 40% of the teachers

in this group agree while 46.7% do not, and 13.3% have no

opinion. Teachers with. 21-30 Years of Experience have the

strongest opinion with 100% agreeing with the statement.

Reitman writes:

"There is convincing scientific evidence that in the case

of smaller children, harsh treatment of one of their
number produces a 'ripple effect'; which sends emotional
disturbance and anxiety through the whole group..."
(18, p. 16).

Teachers do believe that there is a "ripple effect" and

that misbehavior will be deterred if students are aware that

another student has been paddled. Despite the hypothetical

existence of the ripple effect the great majority of teachers

do not feel that corporal punishment should be administered

publicly.

Districts that implement corporal punishment as

disciplinary method generally apply restrictions for the

protection of the educator as well as the child.

In cities where corporal punishment is permitted its

use is often restricted by school policy or regulation.
Restrictions and limitations include the type of offense
for which corporal punishment may be used, the type and
size of paddle to be used, the use of witnesses and the
frequency and number of swats with a board that are
permitted (6, p. 8).



Table XXVI

#42 Knowing a student has been paddled helps to
misbehavior of others.

deter the

SA A D SD NO

Total 19.2 58.6 11.7 1.7 5.0

Grade K-3 18.0 74.0 8.0 0.0 0.0
Levels ____

4-5 28.1 59.4 6.3 3.1 3.1

SP.ED. 0.0 40.0 46.7 0.0 13.3

Years of 1-5 9.3 62.5 22.0 0.0 6.3
Experience

6-10 28.6 52.4 9.5 2.4 7.5

11-20 5.0 70.0 15.0 5.0 5.0

21-30 60.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 70.0 20.0 10.0 0.0
Education

C 9.1 54.5 18.2 9.1 9.1

SC 20.3 49.4 10.1 0.0 3.8

S 7.1 78.6 14.3 0.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 44.4 22.2 11.1 11.1

SC 19.8 63.0 12.3 0.0 4.9

S 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 62.5 12.5 25.0 0.0
Education

C 14.3 71.4 14.3 0.0 0.0

SC 21.6 60.8 12.2 0.0 5.4

S 9.1 72.7 18.2 0.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages
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What restrictions does the teacher feel should be applied

in the use of corporal punishment? The following statements

were posed in regard to this question: 18) Some children

should never be paddled. 22) What's good for one is good for

all. If an act causes one student to get paddled, all students

committing similar acts should be paddled. 26) A child

should never be paddled more than once a day. 32) It's not

wrong to paddle a child two times a day. 38) Another teacher

should always witness the paddling of a student. (Tables

XXVII-XXXI show the results of the responses to the above

statements.)

Table XXVII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Some children should never be paddled. (See p. 116)

75.8% of the teachers agree that some children should

never be paddled. There is a strong consistency throughout the

results. However, the North/Location Last Ten Years group

shows some mixture of opinion with 33.3% agreeing, 33.3%

disagreeing and 33.3% of no opinion.

Table XXVIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: What's good for one is good for all. If an act

causes one student to get paddled, all students committing

similar acts should be paddled. (See p. 117)

The majority of teachers are in disagreement that if an

act causes one student to be paddled, all students committing

similar acts should be paddled. However, the Northern group in



Table XXVII

#18 Some children should never be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 25.8 50.0 18.3 1.7 4.2

Grade K-3 24.6 49.2 18.0 3.3 4.9
Levels

4-5 23.7 52.6 15.8 2.6 5.3

SP.ED. 22.2 50.0 16.7 0.0 11.1

Years of 1-5 20.0 40.0 28.6 2.9 8.6
Experience

6-10 25.9 55.6 13.0 1.9 3.7

11-20 30.4 52.2 17.4 0.0 0.0

21-30 37.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 70.0 10.0 0.0 20.0
Education

C 31.3 37.5 31.3 0.0 0.0

SC 24.1 50.6 13.9 3.8 7.6

S 37.5 50.0 6.3 0.0 6.3

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten

Years C 33.3 22.2 33.3 0.0 11.1

SC 23.5 52.0 14.3 3.1 7.1

S 25.0 62.5 12.5 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 12.5 37.5 25.0 0.0 25.0
Education

C 20.0 50.0 30.0 0.0 0.0

SC 21.3 51.7 15.7 3.4 7.9

S 46.2 46.2 7.7 0.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXVIII

#22 What's good for one is good for
one student to get paddled, all
similar acts should be paddled.

all. If an act causes
students committing

SA A D SD NO

Total 2.5 18.3 46.7 30.8 1.7

Grade K-3 4.9 16.4 42.6 34.4 1.6
Levels

4-5 "2.6 23.7 50.0 18.4 5.3

SP.ED. 0.0 22.2 44.4 33.3 0.0

Years of 1-5 2.5 25.0 37.5 35.0 0.0
Experience

6-10 4.1 16.3 44.9 32.7 2.0

11--20 0.0 13.0 60.9 21.7 4.3

21-30 0.0 12.5 62.5 25.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 40.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
Education__

C 6.3 12.5 43.8 25.0 12.5

SC 2.5 19.0 44.3 32.9 1.3

S 0.0 25.0 37.5 37.5 0.0

Location N 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 0.0 11.1 55.6 22.2 11.1

SC 3.1 19.4 44.9 30.6 2.0

S 0.0 12.5 62.5 25.0 0.0

Teacher N 12.5 37.5 37.5 12.5 0.0
Education

0 0.0 20.0 50.0 10.0 20.0

SC 3.4 20.2 44.9 30.3 2.2

S 0.0 15.4 46.2 38.5 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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all three regional categories either agree or equally agree and

disagree.

Table XXIX shows the results of the responses to the

following statement: A child should never be paddled more than

once a day. (See p. 119)

Welsh (22, p. 14) writes, "Corporal punishment

should be used no more than once with a particular child in a

particular school." Results show a mixture of opinion in

response to the statement (44.1% agree, 43% disagree). This

mixture of opinion is evident in most categories. However, the

North/Location Last Ten Years group shows 100% disagreeing. The

Central and South groups in three regional categories show that

more teachers agree than disagree that a child should never be

paddled more than once a day.

Table XXX shows the results of the responses to the

statement: It's not wrong to paddle a child more than twice a

day. (See p. 120)

Again, there is a strong mixture of opinion in response to

this statement. However, a slight majority disagrees meaning

that most teachers feel it is wrong to paddle a student twice a

day. When comparing Table XXIX with Table XXX it appears that

some teachers feel that under some circumstances it may be

necessary to paddle a child more than once in a day. However,

they are not as willing to say that it's not wrong to paddle

twice a day. There is a general mixture of opinion throughout

the table. The North/Location Last Ten Years agrees with 100%.

r ,__. ._,.,.. .



Table XXIX

#26 A child should never be paddled more than once a day.

SA A D SD NO

Total 19.8 33.3 33.3 9.7 13.3

Grade K-3 8.2 32.8 27.9 13.1 18.0
Levels

4-5 10.5 36.8 39.5 7.9 25.3

SP.ED. 16.7 27.8 33.3 0.0 16.7

Years of 1-5 7.5 25.0 35.0 15.0 17.5
Experience

6-10 14.3 32.7 34.7 6.1 12.2

11-20 8.7 47.8 26.1 4.3 13.0

21-30 12.5 37.5 37.5 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 20.0 20.0 50.0 0.0 10.0
Education

C 18.8 31.3 12.5 18.8 18.8

SC 7.6 31.6 37.9 10.1 12.7

S 18.8 31.3 25.0 0.0 25.0

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 55.6 11.1 11.1 11.1

SC 11.2 31.6 32.7 10.2 14.3

S 12.5 37.5 25.0 0.0 25.0

Teacher N 25.0 25.0 37.5 12.5 0.0
Education

C 10.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 20.0

SC 9.0 30.3 36.0 10.1 14.6

S 23.1 30.8 23.1 0.0 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXX

#32 It's not wrong to paddle a child two times a day.

SA A D SD NO

Total 5.0 36.7 34.2 10.8 13.3

Grade K-3 3.3 41.0 34.4 4.9 16.4
Levels

4-5 7.9 36.8 28.9 15.8 10.5

SP.ED. 0.0 33.3 38.9 16.7 11.1

Years of 1-5 5.1 43.6 25.6 10.3 15.3
Experience

6-10 4.1 32.7 38.8 12.2 12.2

11-20 8.7 26.1 43.5 8.7 13.0

21-30 0.0 50.0 25.0 12.5 12.5

Elementary N 10.0 50.0 0.0 30.0 10.0
Education

C 12.5 25.0 18.8 18.8 25.0

SC 2.5 26.6 39.2 7.6 11.4

S 0.0 37.5 25.0 12.5 25.0

Location N 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 33.3 22.2 11.1 22.2

SC 4.1 37.8 33.7 11.2 13.3

S 0.0 37.5 37.5 0.0 25.0

Teacher N 25.0 50.0 0.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 30.0

SC 2.2 39.3 36.0 9.0 13.5

S 0.0 30.8 30.8 15.4 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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The Central group shows an inconsistency between Tables XXIX

and XXX. Although most Central region teachers felt that a

child should not be paddled more than once a day. Yet, the

Central/Elementary Education and Location Last Ten Years show a

slight leaning towards agreeing that it is not wrong to paddle

a child twice a day.

Table XXXI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Another teacher should always witness the paddling

of a student. (See p. 122)

"In most states a witness must be present when

corporal punishment is administered," (3, p. 61).

Teachers vigorously agree that another teacher should

always witness the paddling of a student. There is only a

slight variance of opinion throughout the categories.

Teachers feel that there are restrictions that should be

exercised when administering corporal punishment. Teachers

agree that there are some students who should never be paddled.

Although slightly more teachers feel that it is wrong to

paddle one child more than once a day they are generally

divided on the issue. Teachers feel that another teacher

should always be present when corporal punishment is being

administered. (In referring back to Table XXIV-XXVI relating

to the ripple effect note that teachers also feel that students

should not be paddled in public.)

Lewisville Independent School District uses other

disciplinary methods before corporal punishment, as do many



Table XXXI

#38 Another teacher should
a student.

always witness the paddling of

SA A D SD NO

Total 51.7 41.7 3.3 0.8 2.5

Grade K-3 45.9 45.9 1.6 1.6 4.9
Levels

4-5 68.4 26.3 5.3 0.0 0.0

SP.ED. 38.9 55.6 0.0 0.0 5.6

Years of 1-5 55.0 40.0 2.5 0.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 61.2 34.7 0.0 2.0 2.0

11-20 21.7 60.9 13.0 0.0 4.3

21-30 62.5 37.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 50.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
Education

C 50.0 43.8 6.3 0.0 0.0

SC 48.1 45.6 2.5 1.3 2.5

S 56.3 31.3 0.0 0.0 12.5

Location N 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 66.7 22.2 11.1 0.0 0.0

SC 48.0 44.9 2.0 1.0 4.1

S 87.5 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 62.5 25.0 12.5 0.0 0.0
Education

C' 60.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SC 49.4 45.0 2.2 1.1 2.2

S 53.8 30.8 0.0 0.0 15.4

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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other districts. It is often felt that if all else fails then

corporal punishment should be used as a last resort. Do

teachers, in fact, agree that corporal punishment should be

used only as a last resort? The following statements were

posed in regard to this question: 4) Paddling should be used

only a last resort. 28) If a child misbehaves in a certain way

the teacher should use several methods of discipline first. If

the child continues to misbehave then he/she should be paddled.

(Tables XXXII-XXXIII show the results of the responses to the

above statements.)

Table XXXII shows the results of the response to the

statement: Paddling should be used only as a last resort.

(See p. 124)

Welsh (22, p. 13) writes, "Corporal punishment should be

used as a last resort after all means appropriate have been

evaluated and used." Maurer (14, p. 21) writes, "The most

common defense of corporal punishment in the schools is that

it is used rarely, discreetly, and only as a last resort,

after all other means of correction have been tried." 85.9%

of the teachers agree that paddling should be used only as a

last resort. The North/Location Last Ten Years group is the

only group that disagrees more than agrees. The remaining

categories are consistent with the results of the total.

Table XXXIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: If a child misbehaves in a certain way the teachers

should use several methods of discipline first. If the child

continues to misbehave then he/she should be paddled. (See p. 126)

,--



Table XXXII

#4 Paddling should be used only as a last resort.

SA A D SD NO

Total 44.2 41.7 10.8 3.3 0.0

Grade K-3 41.0 45.9 9.8 3.3 0.0
Levels

4-5 42.1 36.8 18.4 2.6 0.0

SP.ED. 50.0 44.4 0.0 5.6 0.0

Years of 1-5 32.5 55.0 12.5 0.0 0.0
Experience

6-0 50.0 32.7 14.3 4.1 0.0

11-20 47.8 43.5 4.3 4.3 0.0

21-30 62.5 25.0 0.0 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 30.0 30.0 30.0 10.0 0.0
Education

C 50.0 43.8 0.0 0.0 6.3

SC 43.0 43.0 11.4 2.5 0.0

S 50.0 37.5 6.3 6.3 0.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 55.6 33.3 0.0 11.1 0.0

SC 41.8 45.9 11.2 1.0 0.0

S 50.0 37.5 0.0 12.5 0.0

Teacher N 50.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 0.0
Education

C 50.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 10.0

SC 39.3 48.3 11.2 1.1 0.0

S 61.5 23.1 7.7 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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The statements posed in Tables XXXII and XXXIII are

similar. Teachers agree with 94.2% that other methods of

discipline should be used before corporal punishment is

administered. Although the results of both tables are

relatively consistent it appears that more teachers are willing

to say that other methods should be used first than to say it

should be used only as a last resort, which is a more extreme

statement. The North/Location Last Ten Years group shows

stronger agreement in Table XXXIII while there is stronger

disagreement in Table XXXII.

Teachers feel strongly that other methods of discipline

should be used prior to corporal punishment. The majority of

teachers feel that corporal punishment should be used only as a

last resort.

Studies have found that educators are in favor of corporal

punishment. This survey also finds that teachers are in favor

of corporal punishment. But for what offenses do teachers feel

that student should be paddled. Maurer (14, p. 25) writes,

"Often the offenses of the children which lead to corporal

punishment are so minor as to not even be considered status

offenses." The following statements were posed in regard to

this question: 8) A child should be paddled when he/she

disrupts classroom order with talking. 36) A student who does

not do his/her homework should be paddled. 9) A child should

be paddled for cursing. 10) A child who unprovokingly strikes



Table XXXIII

#28 If a child misbehaves in a certain way the teacher should

use several methods of discipline first. If the child

continues to misbehave then he/she should be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 47.5 46.7 2.5 1.7 1.7

Grade K-3 50.8 44.3 0.0 0.0 .4.9
Levels ~

4-5 42.1 50.0 2.6 5.3 0.0

SP.ED. 22.2 66.7 11.1 0.0 0.0

Years of 1-5 48.6 43.2 2.7 2.7 2.7
Experience

6-10 49.0 49.0 2.0 0.0 0.0

11-20 34.8 56.5 0.0 4.3 4.3

21-30 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Elementary N 30.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
Education

C 31.3 62.5 0.0 6.3 0.0

SC 46.8 45.6 3.8 1.3 2.5

S 50.0 43.8 6.3 0.0 0.0

Location N 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten

Years C 22.2 66.7 0.0 11.1 0.0

SC 45.9 46.9 3.1 1.0 3.1

S 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 37.5 50.0 0.0 12.5 0.0
Education

C 20.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SC 47.2 46.1 2.2 1.1 3.4

S 46.2 46.2 7.7 0.0 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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another child should be paddled. 11) A child who strikes a

teacher should be paddled. (Tables XXXIV-XXXVIII) show the

results of the responses to the above statements.

Table XXXIV shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A child should be paddled when he/she disrupts

classroom order with talking. (See p. 128)

82.5% of the teachers disagree that a child should be

paddled for talking. The South/all three regional categories

and 21-30 Years of Experience group disagree with 100%. The

North/Location Last Ten Years group is the only group that

shows a split opinion.

Table XXXV shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A student who does not do his/her homework should be

paddled. (See p. 129)

70% of the teachers disagree that a student who does not

do his homework should be paddled. There is a consistency

throughout the table.

Table XXXVI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A child should be paddled for cursing. (See p. 130)

Teachers disagree (60%) that a child should be paddled for

cursing. There is consistency throughout the table.

Table XXXVII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A child who unprovokingly strikes another child

should be paddled. (See p. 131)

61.7% of the teachers agree that a child who strikes

another child should be paddled. All the categories show more

agreement than disagreement with the statement.
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Table XXXIV

#8 A child should be paddled when he/she disrupts 
classroom

order with talking.

SA A D SD NO

Total 0.0 10.8 52.5 30.0 6.6

Grade K-3 0.0 8.2 59.0 24.6 8.2

Levels

4-5 0.0 15.8 39.5 36.8 7.9

SP.ED. 0.0 0.0 72.2 16.7 5.6

Years of 1-5 0.0 15.0 50.0 30.0 5.0

Experience -- -
6-10 0.0 10.2 46.9 30.6 12.2

11-20 0.0 4.3 60.9 30.4 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
Education

C 0.0 6.3 62.5 31.3 0.0

SC 0.0 10.1 57.0 25.3 7.6

S 0.0 0.0 56.3 43.8 0.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten

Years C 0.0 0.0 55.6 44.4 0.0

SC 0.0 9.2 55.1 27.6 8.2

S 0.0 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0

Teacher N 0.0 12.5 12.5 50.0 25.0

Education

C 0.0 10.0 70.0 20.0 0.0

SC 0.0 9.0 57.3 25.8 7.9

S 0.0 0.0 69.2 38.5 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXXV

#36 A student who does not do his/her homework should be

paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 2.5 12.5 48.3 21.7 15.0

Grade K-3 1.6 13.1 55.7 18.0 11.5
Levels

4-5 2.6 26.3 31.6 23.7 15.8

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 55.6 27.8 11.1

Years of 1-5 7.5 10.0 45.0 20.0 17.5
Experience

6-10 0.0 18.4 40.8 22.4 18.4

11-20 0.0 8.7 60.9 26.1 4.3

21-30 0.0 0.0 75.0 12.5 12.5

Elementary N 0.0 0.0 30.0 40.0 30.0
Education

C 0.0 12.5 56.3 25.0 6.3

SC 1.3 17.7 46.8 21.5 12.7

S 6.3 18.8 37.5 18.8 18.8

Location N 0.0 0.0 66.7 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 11.1 44.4 33.3 11.1

SC 2.0 18.4 47.0 20.4 12.2

S 12.5 0.0 50.0 12.5 25.0

Teacher N 12.5 12.5 50.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 20.0 60.0 10.0 10.0

SC 1.1 15.7 48.3 22.5 12.4

S 7.7 15.4 15.4 30.8 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXXVI

#9 A child should be paddled for cursing.

SA A D SD NO

Total 6.6 25.0 49.2 10.8 8.3

Grade K-3 8.2 23.0 50.8 8.2 9.8
Levels

4-5 7.9 28.9 44.7 13.2 5.3

SP.ED. 0.0 22.2 44.4 11.1 22.2

Years of 1-5 7.5 27.5 55.0 5.0 5.0
Experience

6-10 8.2 24.5 40.8 12.2 14.3

11-20 4.3 17.4 60.9 17.4 0.0

21-30 0.0 37.5 37.5 12.5 12.5

Elementary N 20.0 0.0 30.0 30.0 20.0
Education

C 6.3 18.8 50.0 18.8 6.3

SC 6.3 31.6 45.6 6.3 10.1

S 6.3 12.5 62.5 12.5 6.3

Location N 33.3 0.0 66.7 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 22.2 44.4 22.2 11.1

SC 6.1 26.5 46.9 10.2 10.2

S 12.5 12.5 62.5 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 12.5 0.0 25.0 50.0 12.5
Education

C 10.0 10.0 70.0 0.0 10.0

SC 5.6 31.5 43.8 9.0 10.1

S 7.7 7.7 69.2 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXXVII

#10 A child who unprovokingly strikes another child should
be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 12.5 49.2 27.5 41.7 6.6

Grade K-3 11.5 54.1 26.2 1.6 6.6
Levels

4-5 23.7 34.2 26.3 5.3 10.5

SP.ED. 0.0 50.0 27.8 5.6 16.7

Years of 1-5 15.0 45.0 32.5 0.0 7.5
Experience

6-10 12.2 53.0 24.5 4.1 6.1

11-20 4.3 52.2 30.4 13.0 0.0

21-30 25.0 37.5 12.5 0.0 25.0

Elementary N 30.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0
Education

C 18.8 31.3 18.8 12.5 12.5

SC 12.7 46.8 29.1 2.5 8.9

S 0.0 56.3 31.3 6.3 6.3

Location N 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 33.3 22.2 22.2 0.0

SC 12.2 48.0 29.6 2.0 8.2

S 0.0 50.0 37.5 0.0 12.5

Teacher N 37.5 37.5 0.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C 20.0 40.0 20.0 0.0 20.0

SC 12.4 46.1 29.2 3.4 9.0

S 0.0 53.8 30.8 7.7 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XXXVIII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: A child who strikes a teacher should be paddled.

(See p. 133)

78.4% of the teachers agree that a child who strikes a

teacher should be paddled. 39.2% of these strongly agree.

There is consistency throughout the table.

Most teachers do not feel that a child who has disrupted

the class with talking, or has not done his homework, or has

cursed should be subject to corporal punishment. However,

teachers do feel that students who strike another student or a

teacher should be paddled. It appears that teachers feel that

the striking of a teacher by a student is the most serious of

the offenses listed.

Research has found that physical punishment must be

administered consistently in order for it to be effective.

Clarzio (5, p. 5) writes, "Instead of weakening the undesired

behavior, occasional paddling actually strengthens the behavior

by allowing it to be reinforced on an intermittent schedule."

Hyman writes:

For just as the behavior of the gambler is reinforced when
he wins -- even though he may lose more often -- a child
who is punished only intermittently, as are most children
in school, has his undesirable behavior reinforced when it
goes unpunished (9, p. 19).

Do teachers feel that the punishment needs to be

consistent in order to be effective? The following statements

were posed in regard to this question: 13) Consistent paddling



Table XXXVIII

#11 A child who strikes a teacher should be paddled.

SA A D SD NO

Total 39.2 39.2 15.0 3.3 3.3

Grade K-3 45.9 37.7 9.8 3.3 3.3
Levels

4-.5 42.1 28.9 21.1 5.3 2.6

SP.ED. 11.1 50.0 16.7 0.0 22.2

Years of 1-5 40.0 40.0 17.5 0.0 2.5
Experience

6-10 38.8 36.7 16.3 2.0 6.1

11-20 30.4 47.8 8.7 13.0 0.0

21-30 62.5 25.0 12.5 0.0 0.0
~W 1-

Elementary N 40.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 10.0
Education____ 

___

C 18.8 43.8 18.8 12.5 6.3

SC 41.8 36.7 13.9 1.3 6.3

S 37.5 43.8 12.5 6.3 0.0

Location N 33.3 33.3 0.0 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 33.3 22.2 22.2 0.0

SC 41.8 34.7 15.3 2.0 6.1

S 37.5 62.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher N 50.0 12.5 0.0 25.0 12.5
Education

C 20.0 40.0 30.0 0.0 10.0

SC 39.3 38.2 14.6 2.2 5.6

S 38.5 46.2 7.7 7.7 0.0

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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of a student who misbehaves will improve the student's

behavior. 15) Occasional paddling of a student will not be

effective. It must be administered consistently. 39)

Occasional paddling won't work. It has to be done

consistently. (Tables XXXIX - XLI show the results of the

responses to the above statements.)

Table XXXIX shows the results of the responses 
to the

statement: Consistent paddling of a student who misbehaves

will improve the student's behavior. (See p. 135)

Although 72.5% of the teachers agree that corporal

punishment is an effective means of maintaining discipline

(See Table I) 73.3% disagree that consistent paddling of a

misbehaving student will improve the student's behavior. 
In

fact 100% of the Central/Teacher Education group disagree.

All categories disagree more than agree.

Table XL shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Occasional paddling of a student will not be

effective. It must be administered consistently. (See p. 136)

Despite research findings that only consistent punishment

will change behavior, 77.5% of the teachers do not feel that

corporal punishment should be consistent. There is consistency

throughout the table.

Table XLI shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Occasional paddling won't work. It has to be done

consistently. (See p. 137)

68.3% of the teachers disagree that paddling has to be

consistent to be effective. The results are consistent



Table XXXIX

#13 Consistent paddling of a student who
improve the student's behavior.

misbehaves will

SA A D SD NO

Total 2.5 10.0 47.5 25.8 14.2

Grade K-3 1.6 6.6 59.0 19.7 13.1
Levels

4-5 5.3 13.2 31.6 28.9 21.1

SP.ED. 0.0 5.6 66.7 22.2 5.6

Years of 1-5 2.5 10.0 42.5 20.0 25.0
Experience

6-10 4.1 12.2 44.9 28.6 10.2

11-20 0.0 8.7 56.5 30.4 4.2

21-30 0.0 0.0 62.5 25.0 12.5

Elementary N 0.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 20.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 68.8 25.0 6.3

SC 2.5 10.1 53.2 20.3 13.9

S 6.3 6.8 50.0 12.5 25.0

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 0.0 11.1 66.7 33.3 0.0

SC 3.1 8.2 52.0 23.5 13.3

S 0.0 12.5 50.0 12.5 25.0

Teacher N 0.0 12.5 12.5 62.5 12.5
Education

C 0.0 0.0 90.0 10.0 0.0

SC 2.2 9.0 50.6 22.5 15.7

S 7.7 7.7 46.2 15.4 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XL

#15 occasional paddling of a student will

It must be administered consistently.

not be effective.

SA A D SD NO

Total 2.5 16.7 49.2 28.3 3.3

Grade K-3 1.6 13.1 49.2 29.5 6.6

Levels 4-5 5.3 23.7 39.5 31.6 0.0

SP.ED. 0.0 22.2 61.1 16.7 0.0

Years of 1-5 2.5 22.5 55.0 17.5 2.5

Experience -

6-10 4.1 14.3 42.9 34.7 4.1

11-20 0.0 17.4 47.8 34.8 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 62.5 25.0 12.5

Elementary N 0.0 10.0 30.0 60.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 6.3 50.0 37.5 6.3

SC 3.8 20.3 50.6 22.8 2.5

S 0.0 18.8 43.8 31.3 6.3

Location N 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0

Last Ten--____
Years C 0.0 11.1 55.6 33.3 0.0

SC 3.1 18.4 48.0 27.6 3.1

S 0.0 12.5 37.5 37.5 12.5

Teacher N 0.0 12.5 25.0 62.5 0.0

Education

C 0.0 0.0 70.0 20.0 10.0

SC 3.4 19.1 51.7 25.8 0.0

S 0.0 23.1 38.5 30.8 7.7

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Table XLI

#39 Occasional paddling
consistently.

won't work. It has to be done

SA A D SD NO

Total 7.5 18.3 50.0 18.3 5.8

Grade K-3 3.3 19.7 57.4 11.5 8.2
Levels

4-5 7.9 28.9 36.8 21.1 5.3

SP.ED. 5.6 11.1 50.0 22.2 11.1

Years of 1-5 10.0 20.0 35.0 22.5 12.5
Experience

6-10 10.2 16.3 51.0 18.3 4.1

11-20 0.0 21.7 65.2 13.0 0.0

21-30 0.0 12.5 75.0 12.5 0.0

Elementary N 0.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 10.0
Education

C 12.5 12.5 31.3 31.3 12.5

SC 5.1 24.1 51.9 14.0 6.3

S 0.0 18.8 56.3 12.5 12.5

Location N 0.0 33.3 33.3 0.0 33.3
Last Ten
Years C 11.1 0.0 44.4 44.4 0.0

SC 4.1 23.5 50.0 15.3 7.1

S 0.0 12.5 62.5 0.0 25.0

Teacher N 0.0 25.0 37.5 25.0 12.5
Education

C 10.0 20.0 50.0 10.0 10.0

SC 5.6 23.6 48.3 16.9 5.6

S 0.0 15.4 53.8 15.4 15.4

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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throughout the table. The essential meanings of the statements

shown in Tables XL and XLI are the same. Although there is

some variance.in results, the general consistency indicates

that teachers do not feel that effective corporal punishment is

consistent corporal punishment.

Corporal punishment has been accused of teaching that

aggression is acceptable.

Clarzio writes:

By punishing the child the educator provides a clear cut

model of the very kind of behavior from which he wants

the student to refrain. What the child learns from the

educator's example is that it is permissible to aggress

toward those of lesser power, status and prestige

(5, p. 4).

Does the teacher feel that corporal punishment teaches a

child that violence is acceptable? The following statement was

posed in regard to this question: 35) Paddling teaches a child

that violence is acceptable. (Table XLII shows the results of

the responses to the above statement.)

Table XLII shows the results of the responses to the

statement: Paddling teaches a child that violence is

acceptable. (See p. 139)

87.5% of the teachers disagree that corporal punishment

teaches the acceptability of violence. All categories disagree

significantly more than agree. The following categories

disagree with 100%: 21-30 Years of Experience, North/Location

Last Ten Years, Central/Teacher Education Teachers feel that

corporal punishment does not teach that violence is acceptable.



Table XLII

#35 Paddling teaches a child that violence is acceptable.

SA A D SD NO

Total 3.3 5.8 55.8 31.7 3.3

Grade K-3 3.3 3.3 52.5 32.8 8.2
Levels

4-5 5.3 5.3 57.9 31.6 0.0

SP.ED. 5.6 11.1 66.7 11.1 5.6

Years of 1-5 2.5 7.5 45.0 35.0 10.0
Experience

6-10 0.0 8.2 59.2 32.7 0.0

11-20 13.0 0.0 69.6 17.4 0.0

21-30 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Elementary N 10.0 20.0 50.0 20.0 0.0
Education

C 12.5 6.3 56.3 18.8 0.0

SC 1.3 5.1 59.5 30.4 3.8

S 12.5 12.5 25.0 31.3 18.8

Location N 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Last Ten
Years C 22.2 0.0 55.6 22.2 0.0

SC 2.0 5.1 57.1 31.6 4.1

S 12.5 12.5 25.0 12.5 37.5

Teacher N 12.5 12.5 50.0 25.0 0.0
Education

C 0.0 0.0 80.0 20.0 0.0

SC 2.2 4.5 58.4 30.3 4.5

S 15.4 15.4 15.4 30.8 23.1

N=120
Results are given in percentages.
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Conclusions

Teacher reaction in the survey indicates that teachers are

in favor of corporal punishment and they do believe it is

effective. The only results that are incongruent with this

are found in Table XXXIX. Here teachers disagree with the

statement: Consistent paddling of a student who misbehaves will

improve the student's behavior. Teachers are not willing to

say that if a child is consistently paddled the student's

behavior will improve.. Had the statement read: Consistent

paddling of a student who misbehaves may improve the student's

behavior; teachers would have been more likely to agree with

this less definite statement. All other responses reflect

the advocation of corporal punishment.

However, teacher attitudes in regard to the issue tend to

be moderate rather than extreme. They do not feel it is the

best way to maintain discipline. They do not feel that is

should be administered publicly. More teachers feel that it is

wrong to paddle a child more than once a day than do not.

Teachers feel that a witness should be present during the

administration of corporal punishment. More teachers feel that

the parent's request in regard to corporal punishment should be

honored than those who do not. A strong majority feel that

other methods of discipline should be tried prior to corporal

punishment and it should be used only as a last resort. Teachers

do not feel that a child should be paddled for talking, cursing,

or not doing homework. Teachers do not feel that it needs to

be administered consistently.

W 

i wry
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Teachers feel strongly that the right to paddle should not

be made illegal and that the school should maintain the right

to utilize corporal punishment. Teachers feel strongly that

corporal punishment should be the prerogative of the teacher

and the administrator. Teachers feel that corporal punishment

is not wrong, nor does it infringe upon the rights of the child.

Teachers do feel that under certain circumstances some children

should never be paddled. Teachers do not feel that corporal

punishment teaches that violence is acceptable.

In examining the survey in terms of variables such as

experience and georgraphical diversity, one encounters limited

variability. The results are evidence of consistent persuasion

throughout. The most stringent accordance is within the grade

level (K-5) variable. There is little deviance. However, the

Special Education group does deviate from the norm in several

cases (See Tables I, V, VII, XIV, XIX, XXII, XXVI). The

Special Education group is generally more reserved in its

opinions about corporal punishment than are the other

categories. (See Tables II, XXIV, XIX, XXVI). It is one of

the only two groups to disagree that corporal punishment is an

effective means of maintaining discipline (See Table I).

In analyzing the survey in terms of the influence of years

of experience one finds only nominal deviation from the

average. However, one does observe that the 21-30 Years of

Experience group tends to be more unanimous in their opinions

than other groups (See Tables II, XVIII, XIV, XV, XVII,

XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXIII, XXVI, XXXI) and they are more apt

1 ,
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to respond with "strongly agree" or "strongly disagree" than

other groups (See Tables I, IV, V, VI, XI, XIV, XV, XVII, XX,

XXVI, XXVII, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXVII, XXXVIII, XLII.)

It appears that the more experience teachers 
have, the more

confident and commensurate they are in their opinions.

The greatest fluctuation of opinion is reflected 
within the

regional groups, although the general consistency of attitude

is still apparent. Varying the regions in terms of Elementary

Education, Location Last Ten Years and Teacher Education does

not have an effect. The regions respond consistently as these

factors vary. The fluctuations occur within the regions

themselves. No set pattern of attitude is discernible. For

example, no one group tends to be more conservative 
or liberal

throughout. The South Central group parallels the total more

closely than any other region. This is because there were more

surveys from this group than any other.

The Northern group tends to be more erratic in their

opinions than other groups. They show almost 100% disagreement

that paddling is the best way to maintain discipline (See

Table II). Yet, all three groups show the strongest agreement

to: All schools should use paddling as a disciplinary method.

(See Table V). (See also Tables XXVII, XXXII, XXXIII).

The Central group deviated from the norm in several

instances, leaning towards the conservative. The Central group

has the highest percentage disagreeing with: Paddling is an

effective means of discipline. The Central/Location Last Ten

.
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Years group disagrees more than agrees. The Central group also

disagrees that paddling deters misbehavior (See Table II).

The Central group also disagrees that all schools should use

paddling as a disciplinary method unlike most of the other

categories (See Table V).

The teachers have made it clear that they want the school

to maintain corporal punishment as a disciplinary alternative,

although other methods of disciplining are preferable.

Teachers feel that corporal punishment can assist them in

maintaining classroom discipline. Their fundamental attitudes

parallel historical tradition. Their views are, however,

tempered and not the extremist "spare the rod, spoil the

child" philosophy of the past.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Discipline is a critical problem facing today's public

school system. Many believe that corporal punishment is the

answer. This continued reliance on an uncertain method of

discipline makes the issue a pertinent one within the field

of education.

The more one delves into the issue the more one

recognizes the complexity of the issue -- from a legal

perspective, from a scientific perspective and from a moral

perspective.

Quite a paradox seems to prevail. A large body of

literature hails the abolition of this practice. Yet, a

majority of the people support it, and it is widely

practiced.

All of our public institutions -- including our prisons,

mental institutions and armed forces -- have said, "No!" to

corporal punishment. The school is the only public

institution today which permits the use of corporal

punishment as a means of maintaining discipline.

Society and the school are faced with an unsettling

question. On one hand the courts are defining the role of

the teacher as qualitatively different from that of the

parent in regard to the child (see Chapter III). Yet, the

school is assuming a greater child care role. Many single
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family parents and families in which both parents work

support a longer school day and year. They want the school

to provide more daily child care. This forces the school

into a difficult position. As it assumes more

responsibility, should it then assume the responsibility of

discipline training?

Perhaps the public school is experiencing a painful

metamorphosis. It is possible that society is redefining the

traditional role of the school as we know it. This

redefinition may cause the school to accept a broader

responsibility. This, in turn, will make the issue of

corporal punishment even more difficult.

If society decides that the parent is ultimately

responsible for a child's behavior in school, then, perhaps,

a system needs to be developed in which the parent must take

the ultimate responsibility for his child's behavior in

school.

(Please note that this paper deals with corporal

punishment as it pertains to the school only. The

teacher/child and parent/child relationship are diverse in many

respects. Corporal punishment in regard to the parent/child

relationship is another issue.)

Legally the issue has many ramifications. If the

Supreme Court at some time chooses to make corporal

punishment illegal the traditional relationship between the

federal government and education could be revolutionized.
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Legally, there may be an underlying fear that should the

government step in and end corporal punishment in the school,

then, perhaps, they are one step closer to ending the

parents' right to use corporal punishment. This, of course,

is the case in Sweden. Most American parents are not willing

to give up this right.

People are by nature habitual creatures. People are

comfortable with tradition, and particularly with

philosophies and practices they believe have been successful.

Burmeister (1, p. 2) writes, "As an ingrained Anglo American

child rearing practice it has never met with any concerted

opposition from society at large." One must recognize the

fact that historical roots are a very real and influential

aspect of the issue. It will continue to play its part. It

cannot be ignored.

Complicating the issue even further is the fact that the

psychologist opposes corporal punishment, but the teacher

does not. The teacher is a professional. He works day to

day, hand in hand with the child. In our society the

teacher's opinion is frequently not a valued one. However,

can and should this professional's first hand experience and

consequential opinions be disregarded?

Consistency should be an essential element in any

discipline program. Yet, in this highly transient society a

child may be paddled for his misbehavior in one district, but

not in another. This nationwide inconsistency exposes a

perplexing situation.
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The Bible itself may be the single most potent component

in the development of corporal punishment. The Bible lends

itself to interpretation.. It is very possible that those

scriptures prescribing corporal punishment were prescriptions

for the parent and not the school.. The school is not mentioned

nor was the public school in existence during the writing of

the Old Testament.

Despite the complexity of the issue there are some

absolutes.

Corporal punishment has not been found to be clearly

effective, particularly in .terms of changes in long term

behavior. In order for corporal punishment to be "possibly"

effective certain guidelines would have to be followed.

Consistency is the most outstanding consideration. However,

in the majority of cases corporal punishment is not

administered with strict consistence. This diffuses the

potential success of the method.

Corporal punishment does teach a child what not to do

and not what to do. It concentrates on the negative.

Meier writes:

Those of us in education must stop violating the

educational process by employing corporal punishment as

an inducement to learning since it lessens what the

victim learns and simply tells the student what not to

do... .ef forts should be focused upon eliciting the

pleasure of discovery and mastery of new ideas and

skills by the mind and developing a positive concept of

competence and compassion with the psyche (4, p. 237).
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Corporal punishment can physically injure a child and

the teacher administering it always faces possible

litigation.

The most promising answer lies within the framework of

education itself. We must accept the fact that people are

divided on the issue and the judicial system is not prepared to

take any drastic steps. Corporal punishment could be "weeded

out" by higher educational institutions.

The vast majority of teacher training programs do not

teach the teacher how to discipline. Discipline is a major

problem facing the school and the teacher. However, if the

teacher is not equipped with effective disciplining skills via

his teacher training then he must rely on experience. For many

teachers corporal punishment is the experience. Feshbach and

Feshbach. (3, p. 46) write, "...even corporal punishment's

most ardent supporters would generally recommend the use of

alternative methods, if effective ones were available."

The first step towards any change in the use of corporal

punishment in the schools will depend on the universities. If

the teacher can receive intensive training in alternative

disciplining methods so that he feels comfortable and confident

in his disciplinary skills, then corporal punishment will not

be a necessary alternative.

We cannot simply tell a child what not to do. We must

tell him what to do. So, we cannot simply tell the teacher

not to corporally punish. We must teach him other means of

discipline.
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Elrod (2, p. 144) writes, "States where corporal

punishment has been abolished have reported no appreciable

decline in school discipline as a result of the lack of

corporal punishment as a disciplinary alternative." It teachers

become masters of alternative methods then choosing between

corporal punishment and an alternative will not be necessary.
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APPENDIX

A QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of the following questionnaire is to investigate
teachers' attitudes in regard to corporal punishment as it is

used in schools. It is part of a master's thesis which aims

to study the effectiveness of corporal punishment. Your generosity

in giving your time to answer this questionnaire is greatly
appreciated.

When responding, please keep in mind that when the word

paddling is used it refers to the spanking of a child on the

backside with an open hand or wooden paddle, in a controlled

situation. Although corporal punishment does sometimes involve

extreme physical punishment, please keep in mind the above

explanation when responding.
When responding, please keep in mind that when the word

student is used it refers to students between the ages of

five and eleven.

Please answer the following questions:

In what state did you receive your teacher education?

In what state did you receive the majority of your elementary
school education?

During the last 10 year period in what state did you spend
most of your time?

I have been teaching for: 1-5 years 6-10 years 11-20 years
21-30 years

I teach the following grade(s): K___ 1 2 3 4 5

Special Ed.___ Other

Please check the box which you feel most closely reflects your
opinion of the statement.

1 = Strongly Agree

2 = Agree

3 = Disagree

4 = Strongly Disagree

5 = No Opinion
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1. Teachers only should have the right to
paddle a student.

2. Administrators only should have the right
to paddle a student.

3. Paddling is an effective means of

maint aining d is cip line .--
4. Paddling should be used only as a

last resort.

5. Paddling is wrong.

6. Paddling is the best way to
maintain discipline.

7. Neither teacher or principal should be
allowed to paddle students.

8. A child should be paddled when he/she
disrupts classroom order with talking. iIIIILi

9. Achild should be paddled for cursing., PIi
10. A child who unprovokingly strikes

another child should be paddled.

11. A child who strikes a teacher should
be paddled,

12. Paddling a student is wrong
under any circumstances.

13. Consistent paddling of a student who misbehaves w

will improve the student's behavior.

]:4. Paddling deters misbehavior.o

15. occasional paddling of a student will not be

effective. -It .must be administered consistently.

16. Paddling should be administered where
other students can view the paddling.

1?. Paddling is wrong ONLY because some teachers
or principals might abuse students.

18.. Some children should never be paddled .' 7
19. Other methods of disciplining are more

effective than paddling.

20. A child who misbehaves should be paddled even if
his/her parent has requested that the child
never be paddled.

21. Paddling should be administered in front of
other students. It will teach others a lesson. I

_...,
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:22. What's good for one is good for allow If an act

causes one student to get paddled, all students

committing similar acts should be paddled.

:23. If a parent doesn't want his/her child paddled,
the child should never be paddled.

24. No child should ever be paddled.2/

25. Paddling should be made illegal.

26. A child should never be paddled more than
once a day.

27. All schools should utilize paddling as
a disciplining method.

28. If a child misbehaves in a certain way the
teacher should use several methods of discipline r-x
first. If the child continues to misbehave
then he/she should be paddled.

29. Paddlingworks.j1111
30. The schools should have the right to paddle

no matter what the parent requests.

31. Paddling works for a short time, but it
won't change a student's long term behavior.

32. It's not wrong to paddle a child 2 times a day. 1xV I
33. Paddling is useful, to some degreee, in helping

the teacher maintain discipline.

34. Paddling can hurt a child emotionally.I"

35. Paddling teaches a child that violence is
acceptable.

36. A student who does not do his/her homework
should be paddled.-

37. Most teachers/principals would use good judgment
when deciding whether a child should be paddled. ~~T7~
or not paddled.

38. Another teacher should always witness the
paddling of a student.

39. Occasional paddling won't work. It h
be done consistently.

40. Paddling is an infringement on a chil

41. Both teachers and administrators shoL

42. Growing a student nas eenpaauers.

deter the misbehavior of others.

as to

d ' s rights.
~iLd padeLoe3 /

ps -uo
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
SUSAN CARNES
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
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